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Sony’s Views on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

The core responsibility of the Sony Group to society is to pursue the enhancement of corporate
value through innovation and sound business practices. The Sony Group recognizes that its
businesses have direct and indirect impact on the societies in which it operates. Sound business
practices require that business decisions give due consideration to the interests of Sony stakehold-
ers, including shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, business partners, local communities
and other organizations. The Sony Group will endeavor to conduct its business accordingly.
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In our diverse yet closely connected world, business leadership

rests on a broader, more comprehensive foundation than ever

before. Global enterprise requires a commitment to global citizen-

ship, including strong organizational and personal commitments

to integrity and ethical standards, cultural sensitivity and respect

for stakeholders and the environment.

As a truly global company, Sony is enriched by the broad diver-

sity of its employees and the communities in which we operate.

Our commitment to diversity is both a strategic imperative of

our business and a statement of our company’s character. We

believe an expansive view of the world improves our company’s

perspective; we also enrich the lives of individuals across many

cultures through our innovative technology and creative entertain-

ment content, helping them to realize their dreams.

Sony has always been defined by a strong commitment to

corporate social responsibility. This includes policies and pro-

grams to ensure strong corporate governance, financial transpar-

ency, cultural diversity, employee and customer safety, and sound

environmental practices. These policies are at the core of Sony

Group’s global operations.

Corporate social responsibility also extends to Sony’s and its

employees’ support of local communities around the globe. For

example, the Sony Group and its employees worldwide recently

made a donation to assist victims of the Indian Ocean earthquake

and tsunami tragedy. And each year, employees across Sony

companies volunteer in local schools, communities and organiza-

tions, contributing their talents and energy where they are needed.

I believe strongly in these efforts and actively encourage them.

Sound business practices and respect for our environment and

stakeholders are all core Sony values. Supporting and advancing

these values is a very high priority for all of Sony’s senior manage-

ment team. As we move forward in rekindling the innovative spirit

of Sony and adapting it for the 21st century, we will continue to

imbue our social responsibility programs with this same sense of

spirit and innovation. By maintaining high standards and expecta-

tions, we make Sony a better company, a better partner and a

better citizen everywhere in the world. I hope this report informs

your understanding of Sony’s corporate social responsibility

activities and inspires your continued support and involvement.

Messages from Management

Sir Howard Stringer
Chairman and CEO
Representative Corporate Executive Officer
Member of the Board
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Many of you may recall a particular point in time when you first

became aware of the significance of environmental and social

issues. For me, that point came in the 1970s, when I was study-

ing resource engineering. During that time, The Limits to Growth

was published, sounding the alarm to the mass-consumer world,

which at that time believed in never-ending and uninhibited

growth. Realizing the need to co-exist in a world of finite natural

resources filled me with a sense of crisis as I became aware that

the day would soon come when all the technological skills I had

learned could become useless. Since this was something that

could have a direct and significant impact on my own life, I

became very aware of these issues. Over the past three decades,

environmental and social issues have become increasingly severe

on a global scale, and I recognize my responsibility to face them

directly as a top executive of a global company.

In my opinion, a company’s capabilities are built on two aspects:

“visible competitive strengths” and “hidden competitive strengths.”

“Visible competitive strengths” reflect tangible qualities such as

product design, performance features and price. On the other

hand, “hidden competitive strengths” reflect factors that are not

directly perceived by just holding the product, such as internal

component technology, operational productivity, compliance and

environmental considerations. I believe that a company’s true

competitive strength is now becoming more dependent on those

hidden factors. In order to enhance this underlying competitive-

ness, it will become essential to increase the level of corporate

transparency in environmental and social issues, to acknowledge

problems openly, and to include responsible solutions to these

problems in management practices.

Sony’s business has always been supported by its various

stakeholders, such as its consumers, shareholders, business

partners, communities and employees. To strengthen our product

development activities and to further incorporate the “voice of the

customer,” I have recently launched within Sony the “Customer

Viewpoint Initiative.” But I believe it is Sony’s mission to pursue

customer satisfaction not only from the viewpoint of our end users,

but also from each stakeholder’s point of view. As we approach

Sony’s 60th anniversary next year, I would like to ensure that the

results of Sony’s activities exceed our stakeholders’ expectations

and that we pursue innovative ways of doing business. I firmly

believe that it is Sony’s mandate to constantly offer excitement

and new dreams to our stakeholders and to enrich their daily lives.

Ryoji Chubachi
Representative Corporate Executive Officer
President and Electronics CEO
Member of the Board
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Sony Overview

Corporate Data
Headquarters 6-7-35, Kita-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141-0001, Japan
Established May 7, 1946
Employees 151,400 (as of March 31, 2005)
Sales and operating revenue ¥7,159.6 billion (for the fiscal year beginning on April 1, 2004, and ended on March 31, 2005;

hereafter referred to in this report as “fiscal 2004”)

Organization
The Sony Group consists of eleven key business units,
encompassing six network companies and three business
groups, plus Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB
and the Sony Financial Holdings Group, operating busi-
nesses in electronics, games, entertainment, including

music and pictures, and financial services. The Headquar-
ters, as its name implies, provides global headquarters
functions, ensuring solid cooperation among businesses.

Sony will continue to strive to realize integrated value
creation throughout the Group, aiming at further growth.

Organization Chart (As of July 1, 2005)

Information Technology & Communications Network Company

IT and network audio products

Personal Audio Visual Network Company

Digital imaging and personal audio products

Professional Solutions Network Company

Business-to-business (B2B) solutions centered on professional-use products

and services

Home Electronics Network Company

Home electronics devices

Micro Systems Network Company

Devices and modules

Semiconductor Solutions Network Company

Semiconductors and related products

Game Business Group

Games

Entertainment Business Group

Entertainment businesses, centered on movies and music

Personal Solutions Business Group

Business-to-consumer (B2C) direct business solutions

Sony Financial Holdings Group

Leasing, credit, life insurance, non-life insurance and banking services

Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications

Mobile phones, next-generation multimedia mobile devices

Headquarters

Sony R&D Laboratories
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Financial Highlights (Billions of yen)
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 Electronics: 66.5%

 Game: 9.7%

 Music: 3.3%

 Pictures: 9.7%

 Financial Services: 7.4%

 Other: 3.4%

 Japan: 29.3%

 United States:  27.6%

 Europe: 22.6%

 Other Areas: 20.5%

■
■
■
■

Sales and Operating Revenues Operating Income Net Income

Depreciation and Amortization*1 Capital Expenditure R&D Expenses

(Years ended March 31) (Years ended March 31) (Years ended March 31)

(Years ended March 31)

(Year ended March 31, 2005) (Year ended March 31, 2005)

(Years ended March 31) (Years ended March 31)

Sales and Operating Revenue by  
Business Segment*2

Sales and Operating Revenue by 
Geographic Segment

(Total sales and operating revenue: ¥7,159.6 billion) (Total sales and operating revenue: ¥7,159.6 billion)

*1 Includes amortization expenses for intangible assets and for deferred insurance acquisitions costs
*2 Includes intersegment transactions
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Business at a Glance

The Electronics segment consists of the Audio, Video, Televisions, Information and Communications, Semiconductors, Components and
Other categories.

Electronics

Audio Video Televisions

Information and Communications Semiconductors Components

Other

Major Products

Home audio

Portable audio

Car audio

Car navigation systems

Major Products

Video cameras

Digital still cameras

Video decks

DVD-Video players/recorders

Set-top boxes

Major Products

Cathode-ray tube

  (CRT) televisions

Projection televisions

Plasma televisions

Liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions

Computer projectors

Computer displays

CRTs

Digital broadcast receiver systems

Major Products

Personal computers

Printer systems

Personal digital assistants

Broadcast-use and professional-use

audio/video/monitors

Other professional-use equipment

Major Products

LCDs

Charge-couple devices (CCDs)

Other semiconductors

Major Products

Optical pickups

Batteries

Audio/video/data recording media

Data recording systems

Major Products

Products and services not included in

the other categories

Major Companies

Sony Corporation

Sony EMCS Corporation

Sony Energy Devices Corporation

Sony Engineering Corporation

Sony Chemicals Corporation

Sony Supply Chain Solutions, Inc.

Sony Shiroishi Semiconductor Inc.

Sony Semiconductor Kyushu Corporation

Sony Manufacturing Systems Corporation

Sony Marketing (Japan) Inc.

Sony Miyagi Corporation

Digital Audio Disc Corporation

Sony Deutschland G.m.b.H.

Sony Device Technology (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Sony Electronics Inc.

Sony Electronics (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Sony EMCS (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB

Sony France S.A.

Sony United Kingdom Ltd.
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Pictures

Financial Services

Other

Business Areas

Motion picture, television and other businesses

Business Areas

Life insurance, non-life insurance, banking, leasing

and credit financing business

Business Areas

Network service business, including Internet-related

services, production and marketing of animation

products, retail sales of imported household

goods, advertising agency, integrated circuit (IC)

card business and other businesses

Game

Business Areas

Game console and software businesses

Music

Business Areas

Music content and recorded music businesses

Spider-Man 2—Motion Picture © 2004 Columbia
Pictures Industries, Inc. All rights reserved.  Spider-
Man Character ® & © 2004 Marvel Characters, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Major Companies

Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

Sony Computer Entertainment America Inc.

Sony Computer Entertainment Europe Ltd.

Major Companies

Sony Music Entertainment (Japan) Inc.

SONY BMG MANAGEMENT CO., LLC

SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT

SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT BV

Major Companies

Sony Pictures Entertainment (Japan) Inc.

Sony Pictures Entertainment Inc.

Major Companies

Sony Financial Holdings, Inc.

Sony Life Insurance Co., Ltd.

Sony Assurance Inc.

Sony Bank Inc.

Sony Finance International, Inc.

Major Companies

Sony Corporation

Sony Communication Network Corporation

Aniplex Inc.

Sony Plaza Co., Ltd.

Frontage Inc.

FeliCa Networks Inc.

Destiny’s Child
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1960s 1970s1950s
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Sony and Innovation

In 2006, Sony will be celebrating the 60th anniversary of its establishment in 1946. In its Founding
Prospectus, Sony outlined as one of its goals the following: “The first and primary motive for setting up
the company was to create a stable work environment where engineers who had a deep and profound
appreciation for technology could realize their societal mission and work to their heart’s content.” Sony
will continue promoting technological innovation and product development that contribute to cultural
and social progress.

Transistor Radio (TR-55)
This was Japan’s first transistor radio.
Its small size meant it was the perfect
personal-use radio, suited for individuals
rather than households. (1955)

Tape Recorder (G Type)
Japan’s first tape recorder—the starting
point from which future recording culture
evolved. (1950)

IC Radio (ICR-100)
The ICR-100 was the world’s first
IC radio. Use of integrated circuits
enabled the creation of key
holder-sized radios. (1967)

Sony Walkman (TPS-L2)
The first of its kind, this portable cassette
player enabled people to enjoy music
anytime, anywhere. (1979)

Betamax (SL-6300)
The launch of the Betamax video cassette
recorder (VCR) heralded the arrival of the
home video era and triggered broad
acceptance of VCRs and growth in the
VCR market. (1975)

Trinitron Color Television (KV-1310)
Sony’s original color television featuring
Trinitron technology—it achieved previ-
ously unattainable levels of brightness
and clarity. (1968)

Transistor Television (TV8-301)
The world’s first non-projection type all-transistor
television, the TV8-301 utilized transistor
technology developed for radios. (1960)

Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo K.K.
(Tokyo Telecommunications
Engineering Corporation) is
established. (1946)

Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo changes
its name to Sony Corporation.
(1958)

CBS/Sony Records Inc., is established
(currently Sony Music Entertainment (Japan) Inc.).
(1968)

Sony Prudential Life Insurance Co., Ltd.,
is established (currently Sony Life
Insurance Co., Ltd.). (1991)

Origin of the Sony Name
“Sony” is a combination of two words. One
is the Latin word “sonus,” which is the root
of such words as “sound” and “sonic.” The
other is “sonny,” a popular expression used
to mean “small” or “a young boy.”

Founding Prospectus
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CD Player (CDP-101)
The world’s first CD player, the CDP-101
boasted outstanding audio quality and
one-touch track selection in a compact,
lightweight body. (1982)

PlayStation (SCPH-1000),

PlayStation 2 (SCPH-10000)
Boasting advanced semiconductor technology
that enables the reproduction of sharp
3-D images, the PlayStation and PlayStation 2
consoles offer exciting gaming and
entertainment possibilities. (1994, 2000)

Handycam (CCD-TR55)
A compact, lightweight “passport-sized”
8mm camcorder, the CCD-TR55 made it
possible to preserve travel memories and
important events on video with ease.
(1989)

VAIO Series of Personal

Computers
The VAIO series made video editing
and distribution easy, changing
the way people enjoy personal
computers. (1997)

AIBO (ERS-110)

Entertainment Robot
Named after a Japanese word
meaning “mate” or “companion,”
AIBO is a fully autonomous four-
legged robot that was created
to provide pleasure for people
and acts in response to exter-
nal stimuli and according to
its own judgment. (1999)

MD Walkman (MZ-1, MZ-2P)
The world’s first MD Walkman per-
sonal audio players, playing MDs
rather than cassette tapes, the MZ-1
and MZ-2P brought digital music
closer to the individual. (1992)

Betacam-format camcorder for

broadcast use (BVW-1)
With the launch of the Betacam,
the world’s first compact, lightweight
combination camera-and-VTR unit, the
mobility of broadcast equipment improved
greatly. (1982)

Sony acquires CBS Records Inc. (1988)

Sony acquires Columbia Pictures Entertainment, Inc.
(currently Sony Pictures Entertainment Inc.). (1989)

Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. is established.
(1993)

Sony Insurance Planning Inc. is established
(currently Sony Assurance Inc.) (1998)

Sony Bank Inc. is established. (2001)

SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT is
established. (2004)
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Management

One of Sony’s most important objectives is the establishment of a governance system that allows for
sound and transparent management as well as swift and dynamic decision making in a rapidly changing
environment.

Sony follows the “Company with Committees” corporate governance system under the Japanese
Commercial Code and has implemented measures to strengthen the oversight functions of the Board
of Directors, clarify responsibility and delegate authority regarding the execution of business.

Sony has also taken steps to reinforce its commitment to the laws and to solid business ethics. These
include establishing a Compliance Office to coordinate global compliance efforts, and formulating and
adopting the Sony Group Code of Conduct throughout the company.

Under its new management system, Sony will strive to further enhance corporate governance and
compliance in all aspects of Group management.

Sony’s Corporate Governance History

1976
Adopted position of Chief Executive
Officer (CEO)

1983
Introduced business unit system

1991
Elected first non-Japanese
(outside) director

1994
Adopted in-house company system

1970
Established outside director
system, electing two outside directors

1997
Introduced corporate executive
officer system

1998
Established Compensation Committee
and Nominating Committee

1999
Established network company
system

2000
Established position of Chairman of the
Board of Directors
Separated duties of the Board of
Directors and Corporate Executive
Officers

2002
Established Advisory Board

2003
Introduced “Company with
Committees” system
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What do you think about the role of corporate
governance and Sony’s system in particular?

Ideally, corporate governance enables the company to function
effectively and efficiently to enhance shareholder value consistent
with core business ethics, legal and internal requirements and our
responsibility to stakeholders.

Sony adopted the Company with Committees system in fiscal
2003, which separates the management function of the officers
from the oversight function of the Board of Directors. I think it is
extremely practical and efficient. It enables management to act
quickly and effectively within the Board’s delegation of authority
while keeping the Board informed, and it allows the Board to
exercise its oversight function to assure transparency, account-
ability and appropriate processes.

A good example of the benefit of this system is the recent
acquisition of Metro–Goldwyn–Mayer Inc. (MGM) (*1). In that par-
ticular case, since a small group of senior management had the
authority to act, the company was able to move very quickly,
while the Board was kept advised. If we had not been able to act
that way, we would not have been able to close the deal.

How should a company manage in case of an accident
or crisis?

First, assure the safety of employees and communities, as health
and safety obviously are paramount. Throughout the manage-
ment of the crisis, openness and honesty are essential. The com-
pany cannot lose the confidence of its stakeholders in the way it
handles a crisis.

How can a company prevent “corporate scandals” like
those we read about?

A commitment to openness, ethics and integrity must be integral
to the culture of the company. It has to be in the company’s DNA.

If you have a culture of honesty and integrity, then these “scan-
dals” should not be happening. Of course, no senior executive
can know everything that is going on in the company. But what
they can do is insist that the right processes are in place and that
the culture be such that people will feel confident to raise con-
cerns and issues. Sony has long been committed to encouraging
a culture that values ethics, integrity and honesty. Our new top
management emphasizes that in messages to employees, and it
is at the core of the Sony Group Code of Conduct. The processes
to achieve this are in place, including the Sony Group Code of
Conduct, the internal hotline and other reporting systems, and a
crisis management plan. Crisis management plans are important
to make sure that the right people are able to address a problem
with a commitment to wise and swift action and appropriate and
accurate disclosure.

With regard to corporate governance, what do you
think about Sony as a company and what issue is
currently on your mind?

I joined Sony almost four years ago and have been impressed by
the widespread commitment to integrity and to the interests of
stakeholders.

I think one thing that we have to continue to work on is making
sure that people understand that compliance—along with the
policies and processes that accompany a compliance program—
must be a part of their day-to-day thinking. It is not just a set of
rules that a compliance group tells people to follow—it is a way
of thinking that must become part of each of our instincts, the
way we do business. And I think people are very receptive to the
notion that this is just a basic part of the company culture, and
thus part of their responsibility as a company employee, and not
something that is imposed on them from the outside.

*1 A consortium including Sony Corporation of America acquired MGM in April 2005. In conjunction with the acquisition, Sony Pictures Entertainment Inc. entered
into agreements to co-finance and produce new pictures with MGM and to distribute MGM’s existing film and television content.

Sony’s Commitment to a Culture of
Openness, Ethics and Integrity

Nicole Seligman
Corporate Executive Officer,
Executive Vice President and General Counsel
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Corporate Governance

Governance Structure
As statutory decision-making bodies, Sony has established the
Board of Directors, three Board committees (the Nominating
Committee, Audit Committee and Compensation Committee) and
the Corporate Executive Officers. In addition to those statutory
bodies, Sony has Corporate Executives who carry out business
operations within specific areas. The primary roles of each body
are set out below.

Board of Directors
1. Determines the fundamental management policies of the Sony

Group
2. Oversees the management of Sony Group’s business operations
3. Determines Directors who comprise the statutory committees
4. Appoints and dismisses Corporate Executive Officers

Statutory Committees
Nominating Committee: Proposes the appointment and dismissal

of Directors
Audit Committee: Audits the execution of duties by Directors and

Corporate Executive Officers with regard to financial state-
ments, disclosure controls and procedures, internal controls,
compliance structure, risk management structure, internal
audit structure, whistleblower protections and other matters;
proposes appointment/dismissal of, approves the compensa-
tion of, oversees and evaluates Sony’s independent auditors.

Compensation Committee: Determines remuneration for indi-
vidual Directors, Corporate Executive Officers, Corporate
Executives and Group Executives.

Corporate Executive Officers
Make decisions regarding the execution of Sony Group business
activities within the scope of the authority delegated to them by
the Board of Directors.

Sony follows the “Company with Committees” corporate governance system under the Japanese Com-
mercial Code, under which the Board of Directors maintains an important oversight role separate from
the executive function and delegates broad authority to the Corporate Executive Officers to run the
company’s affairs. This separation of functions allows for sound and transparent management as well
as swift and dynamic decision making in a rapidly changing environment.

Corporate Executives
Carry out business operations within specific areas, including
business units, research and development and/or head office
functions, in accordance with the fundamental policies deter-
mined by the Board of Directors and the Corporate Executive
Officers.

Sony Initiatives
To strengthen governance beyond Commercial Code require-
ments, Sony has added several provisions to its Regulations of
the Board of Directors to ensure the separation of the Board of
Directors from the execution of business activities, and to advance
the proper functioning of the statutory committees. The main
provisions are as follows:

• Separating the roles of the Board chairman/vice chairman and
Representative Corporate Executive Officers

• Limiting the number of terms outside Directors may serve and
rotating committee membership

• Appointing chairmen of statutory committees from the ranks of
outside Directors

• Instituting qualifications for director candidates aimed at elimi-
nating conflicts of interest and ensuring independence

• Raising the minimum number of Nominating Committee mem-
bers (five or more), prohibiting the appointment of the CEO or
COO of Sony Group (or person at any equivalent position) to the
Compensation Committee, and discouraging the concurrent
appointment of Audit Committee members to other committees

Meeting Record
During the fiscal year ended March 31, 2005 (fiscal 2004), the
Board of Directors convened seven times. The Nominating Com-
mittee met seven times, the Audit Committee 15 times and the
Compensation Committee seven times.

through which material information is reported from important business
units and is reviewed and discussed for disclosure in light of its materiality
to the Sony Group. An advisory body, the “Disclosure Committee,” which
is comprised of officers and senior management of Sony Group who
oversee investor relations, accounting, legal, corporate communications,
finance, internal auditing and human resources, assists the CEO, the
President and the CFO in the establishment and implementation of the
system and also in assuring the accuracy of financial reporting.

From the fiscal year ending March 31, 2007, SOX will also require a
management report on the company’s internal control over financial report-
ing to be included in the Form 20-F. Documentation and other preparation
is underway throughout the Sony Group to meet this requirement.

U.S. Sarbanes–Oxley Act and Governance Related to Disclosure
The United States implemented the Sarbanes–Oxley Act (SOX) in 2002
in response to a string of corporate accounting scandals. SOX applies to
Sony because it is an issuer of equity registered with the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC).

SOX requires the CEO and the CFO of Sony Group to make certain
certifications with respect to the SEC-filed Sony Corporation Form 20-F,
relating to the truthfulness of the statements in the report, the fair presen-
tation of the company’s financial condition and results, the company’s
maintenance of disclosure controls and procedures to ensure accurate and
timely disclosure, and the company’s internal control over financial reporting.

Sony has established a “Disclosure Controls and Procedures” system,
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New Management Structure
Pursuant to the decision of the Board of Directors convened after
the Ordinary General Shareholders Meeting on June 22, 2005, Sir
Howard Stringer has been appointed as the Chairman and CEO,
Representative Corporate Executive Officer; Dr. Ryoji Chubachi
has been appointed as the President and Electronics CEO,

Representative Corporate Executive Officer; and Mr. Katsumi
Ihara has been appointed Executive Deputy President and NC
President of Home Electronics Network Company, Representative
Corporate Executive Officer. The three Representative Corporate
Executive Officers lead Sony’s new management structure.

New Directors and Corporate Executive Officers as of June 22, 2005**Concurrently serving as Director.

Corporate Executive Officers

Supervision

Sir Howard Stringer Sony Corporation Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Ryoji Chubachi Sony Corporation President and Electronics CEO
Katsumi Ihara Sony Corporation Executive Deputy President and NC President, Home Electronics Network Company
Akishige Okada* Chairman of the Board (Representative Director), Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group, Inc.

Chairman of the Board (Representative Director), Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
Hirobumi Kawano* Senior Vice President, JFE Steel Corporation
Yotaro Kobayashi* Chairman of the Board, Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.
Sakie T. Fukushima* Representative Director & Regional Managing Director—Japan, Korn/Ferry International

Member of the Board, Korn/Ferry International, U.S.A.
Yoshihiko Miyauchi* Director, Representative Executive Officer, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, ORIX Corporation
Yoshiaki Yamauchi* Director, Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group, Inc.
Sir Peter Bonfield* Member of the Board, Telefonakiebolaget LM Ericsson
Fueo Sumita* Chief of Sumita Accounting Office
Göran Lindahl Sony Corporation

Execution

Representative Corporate Executive Officers:
Sir Howard Stringer** Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Ryoji Chubachi** President and Electronics CEO
Katsumi Ihara** Executive Deputy President and NC President, Home Electronics Network Company

Corporate Executive Officers:
Nobuyuki Oneda Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Keiji Kimura Executive Vice President and Officer in Charge of Technology Strategies

NC President, Information Technology & Communications Network Company
Nicole Seligman Executive Vice President and General Counsel
Yutaka Nakagawa Executive Vice President and NC President, Personal Audio Visual Network Company

Structure of Sony Corporate Governance System

Board of Directors

Chairman of the Board: Yotaro Kobayashi*    Vice Chairman of the Board: Hirobumi Kawano*

Yotaro Kobayashi* (Chairman)
Hirobumi Kawano*
Akishige Okada*
Sir Howard Stringer
Ryoji Chubachi

Yoshiaki Yamauchi* (Chairman)
Sakie T. Fukushima*
Fueo Sumita*

Akishige Okada* (Chairman)
Yoshihiko Miyauchi*
Göran Lindahl

Nominating Committee Audit Committee Compensation Committee

*An outside director appointed in accordance with Paragraph 2, Subsection 7, Section 2, Article 188 of the Commercial Code.
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Compliance

Strengthening the Compliance System
In July 2001, Sony Corporation established the Compliance
Office, charged with exercising overall control over compliance
activities across the Sony Group, to emphasize the importance of
business ethics and compliance with applicable laws, regulations
and internal policies. The Compliance Office establishes compli-
ance policies and structures for the Sony Group and performs
crisis management functions. In March 2003, a group was estab-
lished within the Compliance Office responsible for CSR, to
formulate policies concerning the social responsibilities of the
company, implement them throughout the Sony Group and
communicate with stakeholders by sharing information.

Ethical business conduct and compliance with applicable laws and regulations are fundamental for a com-
pany to fulfill its social responsibilities. To this end, Sony has established a Compliance Office at Head-
quarters and regional offices around the world, adopted and implemented the Sony Group Code of Conduct,
and set up Compliance Hotline systems through its global compliance network, in order to strengthen
the Company’s worldwide commitment to integrity and help assure available reporting processes.

*1 Coverage area of Japan compliance office: Japan, South Korea and Taiwan
*2 Coverage area of East Asia compliance office: Mainland China and Hong Kong
*3 Coverage area of Pan-Asia compliance office: Southeast Asia, Middle East, Africa and Oceania

Compliance Network
In July 2003, Sony established regional compliance offices in the
Americas, Europe, Japan*1, East Asia*2, and Pan-Asia*3, charged
with assisting the Compliance Office at Sony Corporation and
exercising regional control over compliance activities to strengthen
the compliance system throughout the Sony Group. Officers
responsible for compliance in each region have the authority to
issue instructions concerning compliance to Sony Group com-
panies in their respective regions, and by cooperating with each
other, are working to establish and maintain their regions’
compliance structure.

Sony Compliance Network

Corporate Executive Officer in Charge of Compliance

Compliance Office

Americas
Regional compliance 

office

Regional subsidiaries

Compliance Officer

Subsidiaries
in the Americas

Europe

Compliance Officer

Subsidiaries
in Europe

Japan

Compliance Officer

Subsidiaries
in Japan

East Asia

Compliance Officer

Subsidiaries
in East Asia

Pan-Asia

Compliance Officer

Subsidiaries
in Pan-Asia
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Sony Group Code of Conduct
In May 2003, Sony adopted the Sony Group Code of Conduct,
which sets the basic internal standards to be observed by all
directors, officers and employees of the Sony Group in order to
emphasize and further strengthen corporate governance, busi-
ness ethics and compliance systems throughout the entire Sony
Group.

This Code of Conduct sets out, in addition to legal and com-
pliance standards, Sony Group’s basic policies concerning ethical
business practices and activities, including respect for human
rights, safety of products and services, environmental conserva-
tion and information disclosure. It has been adopted and imple-
mented by each Sony Group company as its own internal code
of conduct.

Sony additionally takes into consideration international stan-
dards and guidelines in its activities. In line with this, the Sony
Group Code of Conduct refers to the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multina-
tional Enterprises, the United Nations Global Compact and the
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Following the implementation of the Sony Group Code of Con-
duct, Sony has centralized development and management of
group-wide internal rules to ensure group-wide compliance with
the elements of the Sony Group Code of Conduct.

Training in the Sony Group Code of Conduct
Sony has made all Sony Group employees aware of the Sony
Group Code of Conduct and provides education and training
about it. The Sony Group Code of Conduct is accessible to
employees on the intranet websites of the individual Sony Group
companies. In addition, each company is informing its employees
about the Code through dissemination of booklets and cards,
group training sessions, e-learning, or feature articles in internal
newsletters.

Sony will continue to reinforce the importance of the policies
and values in the Code through ongoing efforts to familiarize
employees with the Code.

Booklets, cards and posters
used to raise awareness of the
Sony Group Code of Conduct

OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises: http://www.oecd.org/
United Nations Global Compact: http://www.unglobalcompact.org/
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights: http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html/
Sony Group Code of Conduct: http://www.sony.net/code/

Sony Group Code of Conduct
Established May 2003

[Scope of application: Companies]
Standards applicable to Sony Corporation, as well as any company
more than 50% of whose outstanding stocks or interests with vot-
ing rights is owned directly or indirectly by Sony Corporation, and
such other companies as determined by the Board of Directors of
Sony Corporation.

[Scope of Application: Personnel]
Standards applicable to all Sony Group directors, officers and
employees

[Headings]
1. General Standards
1-1 Compliance with Laws as well as Internal Rules

and Policies; Honest and Ethical Business Conduct
1-2 Relationship with Stakeholders
1-3 Appreciating Diversity
1-4 Avoiding Structural Conflicts of Interest
1-5 Communication of Concerns and Alleged Violations

2. Respect for Human Rights
2-1 Equal Employment Opportunity
2-2 No Forced Labor/Child Labor
2-3 Sound Labor and Employment Practices
2-4 Work Environment

3. Conducting Business with Integrity and Fairness
3-1 Product and Service Safety
3-2 Environmental Conservation
3-3 Fair Competition
3-4 Advertising
3-5 Public Disclosure
3-6 Personal Information
3-7 Intellectual Property
3-8 Confidential and Proprietary Information
3-9 Fair Procurement
3-10 Gifts and Entertainment
3-11 Recording and Reporting of Information

4. Ethical Personal Conduct
4-1 Insider Trading
4-2 Personal Conflicts of Interest
4-3 Corporate Assets
4-4 Media Relations and Public Statements
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Internal Hotline System
With the adoption of the Sony Group Code of Conduct in May
2003, Sony also established the Sony Group Compliance Hotline,
as a resource for employees to report concerns or seek guidance
about possible violations of laws or internal policies, and to allow
the Sony Group to respond speedily to potential risks of such
possible violations. The Sony Group Compliance Hotline is directly
linked to the officer in charge of compliance and is operated
independently from the ordinary line of command. In addition to
periodic reports to the Audit Committee summarizing the Hotline
calls, important Hotline calls also may be reported individually to
the Audit Committee.

The Sony Group Compliance Hotline is available in the Ameri-
cas, Europe, Japan, East Asia and Pan-Asia, and is ready to
receive the concerns of any Sony Group employee in any part of
the world.

Concerns are received through telephone calls, letters and
e-mail. Calls received are handled in line with established proce-
dures, and callers who report issues in good faith will be protected
from any possibility of retaliation.

During fiscal 2004, the Sony Group received approximately 240
hotline contacts covering issues relating to employment, labor,
work environment, information management, environmental pro-
tection and accounting. In certain cases, these calls have prompted
investigations that have resulted in the review of internal organi-
zation and procedures and the strengthening of enforcement of
internal rules.

Crisis Management System
In 2001, Sony established a group crisis management system
and formulated procedures to enable a flexible, group-wide
response to diverse risks or crises through emergency measures
led by top management.

Under this system, crises are classified in 3 levels to ensure
dynamic responses. Level 1 is defined as a crisis with the possi-
bility of significant impact on Sony Group, and will be responded
to under the direction of the CEO. Level 2 is defined as a crisis
with the possibility of widespread impact within Sony Group
although it is not determined as Level 1, and will be addressed by
a cross-functional committee composed of a specialist manage-
ment team. A Level 3 crisis has little impact outside the business
unit involved and will be handled by the affected business unit or
Sony Group company.

In October 2001, when the Dutch government issued adminis-
trative guidance on cadmium contamination in PS One peripheral
equipment, Sony issued a Level 1 alert to mount a full Sony Group
response. In 2003, during the extensive outbreak of severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS), Sony issued a Level 2 alert and took
countermeasures that were implemented across the Sony Group.

Personal Information Management
In the course of selling its products or offering its services, like
many companies, Sony collects personal information from its
customers and business partners. In recent years, it has become
increasingly easy to collect, use and manage personal information
in electronic form in large volumes through such means as the
Internet. Strengthening management of such information to prevent
accidental disclosure has become correspondingly more and more
important. Measures to protect personal information, including
enactment of related laws, are becoming prevalent worldwide.

In July 2000, Sony formulated “Sony’s Global Basic Principles
on Personal Information” and also established an organization
within Sony Corporation to coordinate the personal information
management efforts of the relevant staff in each Sony Group com-
pany. By striving to ensure that Sony Group employees handle
personal information appropriately, Sony aims to prevent acciden-
tal leaks, unauthorized access and unintentional use of personal
information that could inconvenience or harm the individual who
had provided Sony his/her personal information and undermine
the trust Sony has built with its customers and business partners.

Excerpt from Sony Group Privacy Policy*1

The primary objective of each Sony Group company (hereafter
“Sony”) is to provide great products and services focusing on cus-
tomers’ needs, through innovative ideas as well as sound business
practices. Sony is committed to meeting the high expectations of
its customers and to being the “most trustworthy partner for
customers” in the broadband era of the 21st century.

Sony understands that customers entrust Sony with their personal
information with the expectation that it will be used only for specific
purposes. Sony respects the customers’ expectations and places
a high priority on properly protecting such personal information and
limiting its use to such purposes.

Law on the Protection of Personal Information
In Japan, the Law on the Protection of Personal Information
went into effect in April 2005. It requires companies that handle
personal information of a certain amount to disclose policies on
handling personal information, set up channels of contact, rein-
force security and perform employee training. Japanese Sony
Group companies had already taken and were strengthening
all necessary steps before this law’s implementation, regardless
of whether the legislation would cover their operations, and in
April 2005, announced the Sony Group Privacy Policy to ensure
public understanding of Sony’s principles regarding personal
information management.

Both in and out of Japan, Sony takes the necessary steps
to comply with local laws and ordinances relating to the
management of personal information.

*1 This policy applies to Sony Corporation and its subsidiaries in Japan.

Sony Group Privacy Policy: http://www.sony.co.jp/privacy/en/
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Incidents and Responses Relating to Personal Information
Sony is making strenuous efforts to safeguard personal informa-
tion, but there nonetheless were a small number of losses and
leaks of personal information at Sony Group companies in fiscal
2004. Sony apologized and explained the circumstances to the
people affected and publicly disclosed the incidents where appro-
priate. Incidents included loss of documents and theft of personal
computers containing personal information. More recently, in May
2005, at a Japanese Sony Group company, duplicates of regis-
tration forms for changing models of mobile phones were leaked.
In June 2005, data relating to registration of Internet connection
services was leaked. There has been no report of actual damage
from these incidents up to now, but Sony recognizes the serious
nature of these incidents, and is working to examine their causes
in order to prevent recurrence. Sony is also reassessing the rules
governing the use of personal information and the work processes
that allowed these incidents, and for each of the causes of the
incidents, enhancing information security systems and thoroughly
training and raising awareness among employees handling
personal information.

Measures to Protect Personal Information
Sony recognizes that the following issues regarding personal infor-
mation are of special importance and is taking steps as follows:
• When Sony seeks personal information from customers and

other parties, it endeavors to obtain their consent by clearly
explaining the purpose for its collection and the ways to make
inquiries regarding the information. Sony tries to ask minors to
obtain consent from their guardians before providing their per-
sonal information. It is Sony’s policy to use the information only
within the scope of the purpose explained to the provider.

• To ensure that personal information is maintained with adequate
security, Sony is introducing measures to strengthen security
for the entire Sony Group, taking into account organizational,
technological, facility and human resource factors.

• Sony Corporation conducts annual training programs for its
employees to increase their understanding of the issues and
improve the overall level of personal information management.
Divisions actually handling personal information receive more
specialized training. These training activities are being imple-
mented in each of the Sony Group companies.

• Sony requests that external contractors handling personal infor-
mation on its behalf understand and implement Sony’s policies
on personal information management. In addition to including
contractual provisions in agreements to ensure that these con-
tractors manage such information properly, Sony endeavors to
strengthen proper management by, for example, establishing
standards for screening contractors, confirming as necessary
that the contractor fulfills those standards, and training when
necessary.

Personal information includes:
Sony

Business 
partners

Shareholders

Employees

Auditing

Responding 
to inquiries

Establishing 
management 

organization and 
regulations

Reinforcing 
security

Training 
employees

Ensuring appropriate handling 
from collection through disposal

Effective 
implementation 

of personal 
information 

management 
procedures

Information on customers 

Customer purchasing and 
service use records

Opinions expressed and 
questions asked

Information on business 
partners

Shareholder list

Personnel information

Customers

Sony’s Personal Information Management System
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Specific Actions for Quality Improvement
Sony aims to improve product quality and reliability in order to
increase overall product strength through an integrated system
extending from planning and design to service and repair. Further
improvements will be achieved by addressing quality problems
with fact-finding studies, dealing with problems, and disclosing
information to customers promptly in an appropriate manner,
based on judgments and response from the customer’s viewpoint.
Specifically, Sony:

• has established a mechanism whereby all Sony Group employ-
ees can present problems directly to the officer in charge of
quality control, and a system that allows the officer to guide and
oversee concerned departments in the task of resolving these
problems.

• has taken steps to communicate customer complaints and
reports of defects to Sony’s product planning and design
functions to help enhance usability and product quality.

• has reviewed evaluation standards to minimize the severity of
product defects discovered after shipping and to prevent them
from occurring, and has instituted quality study meetings
chaired by the officer in charge of quality control to examine
problems and ways of solving them.

• has increased the number of samples and implemented pre-
shipping quality assessment standards incorporating multifac-
eted assessment methods that consider the environments in
which customers use the products.

• will reduce the number of components in Sony’s products and
endeavor to improve their quality through standardization. The
840,000 parts used in fiscal 2003 will be reduced to 100,000
by the end of fiscal 2005. Sony is also introducing source
management to suppliers for thorough quality control.

• will become stricter in its selection of suppliers, taking into
account their cooperation in terms of component standardiza-
tion and quality improvement. The 4,700 electronic parts suppli-
ers that Sony purchased from in fiscal 2003 will be decreased
to 1,000 by the end of fiscal 2005.

• is reforming product design processes.
• is stepping up efforts to improve quality and increase customer

satisfaction. Sony has therefore appointed approximately 40 cus-
tomer satisfaction officers globally to be responsible for customer
satisfaction for particular businesses and product categories.

Quality control is an important management challenge that has a direct impact on Sony’s brand
strength. Sony is engaged in a group-wide effort to improve not only the quality of its products and
services, but also the quality of its activities that create these products and services.

Quality Control Management

Product Quality Information Channels
It is important to detect product quality control problems as soon
as possible through an early warning system. With that goal, in
August 2003 Sony established a reporting channel to gather
product quality problems, information and opinions from Sony
Group employees.

Sony Group employees can send messages to the officer in
charge of quality control via the Product Quality Information
Channel website. This can be done when, during the course of
their daily work, they discover a problem related to product qual-
ity that they cannot solve or deal with or which they believe has
been overlooked, or when a quality-related problem occurs while
using a Sony product, or when they wish to propose an effective
way to improve product quality.

The office in charge of this reporting channel cooperates with
the relevant departments to conduct fact-finding studies concern-
ing all information that it receives and works to solve each prob-
lem. It also takes steps to prevent product quality problems, and
offers proposals and provides guidance to prevent their recurrence.
The officer in charge of quality control reviews all the information
submitted through the reporting channel, the responses, and
progress in dealing with any problems.

Since the establishment of the reporting channel up until March
31, 2005, Sony received 540 reports. These diverse suggestions
included requests to make products and manuals more user-
friendly. These reports heve led to more than 250 improvements.
The introduction of this reporting channel ensures that reports
from Sony Group employees are dealt with fairly and seriously and
that they will be reflected in product quality improvements. Equally
important, it will lead to the establishment of a quality assurance
system in which product quality problems can be prevented.

Concerning Quality Control Issues
Sony takes seriously its duty to notify customers of quality control
issues and tries to make notifications that are in the interest of the
customer.

For example, Sony issued a notice in October 2004 of problems
with some cords on the battery cases of seven CD Walkman models
that were manufactured and sold between October 2002 and June
2004. Sony discovered defective cords could on rare occasions
cause battery cases to overheat or change shape. Sony announced
that it would inspect and repair the relevant models for free.

Sony recognizes quality control problems are matters it must
resolve so that its products fully satisfy customers. Sony will
continue to take steps to improve product quality.
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Fair Business Practices, Transparency and Equal
Opportunity in Procurement
Sony is committed to fair business practices, transparency and
equal opportunity in its procurement operations. In Sony’s pro-
curement operations, fair business practices mean purchasing
according to established policies and procedures, transparency
means not acting arbitrarily, and equal opportunity means providing
all suppliers with a level playing field. Sony believes it is essential to
develop bonds of mutual trust.

Sony procurement agents—Sony employees engaged in pro-
curement—represent Sony’s interests when negotiating with sup-
pliers. To protect the integrity of the process, the procurement
agents are not permitted to form personal ties or relationships
based on potential personal gain with any supplier. Among other
things, this rule prohibits the acceptance of personal gifts or
participation in a supplier’s business while employed at Sony.

To raise awareness, Sony has distributed a handbook, titled
“Working Principles for Procurement Personnel,” to employees
in the procurement sections of Sony’s Japanese electronics
businesses. These employees must also use Sony’s e-learning
systems to study procurement ethics.

Information Channel for Suppliers
In 2004, Sony Corporation established the Sony Partner Line, an
information channel for suppliers. It allows suppliers to raise con-
cerns about the conduct of Sony Group officers and employees
so Sony can act quickly to address the situation. The Sony
Partner Line is currently operational for companies supplying
materials and components to the Electronics segment in Japan.

Basic Requirements and Assessment Standards in
Supplier Selection
Supplier cooperation is crucial for Sony to create excellent prod-
ucts. Sony has the following basic requirements and assessment
standards for selecting a supplier.

Basic Requirements
• Stable management base
• Management compliance with laws and regulations (including

prohibitions on child labor and forced labor)
• Environmental management systems
• Advanced technologies that can contribute to Sony products

Supply Chain Management

Sony bases its selection of suppliers and OEM suppliers*1 on objective standards. Sony expects these
parties to comply with applicable laws, respect human rights, protect the environment and adhere to the
Sony Group’s basic policies on the safety of products and services.

Assessment Standards
• e-commerce ability
• Ability to continuously supply items that consistently meet quality

standards
• Ability to supply cost-competitive items
• Ability to deliver items on time and in the required quantities
• Ability to meet expectations for the provision of a broad range of

services
• Ability to undertake initiatives that reduce the environmental

impact of items supplied

Sony Supplier Code of Conduct
The Sony Group expects its suppliers to adhere to its basic poli-
cies on compliance with applicable laws and regulations respect-
ing human rights and safeguarding the environment. In June
2005, Sony established the Sony Supplier Code of Conduct to
ensure suppliers understand and meet Sony’s expectations. The
Sony Supplier Code of Conduct is based on the Electronic Indus-
try Code of Conduct (EICC) established by U.S. electronics
manufacturers in 2004. Sony believes that the EICC serves as an
important framework for its suppliers to conduct their businesses
in a socially responsible manner. Sony continues to cooperate
with the industry and implement activities based on the Sony
Supplier Code of Conduct.

Sony Supplier Code of Conduct (Contents)
• Compliance • Environmental
• Labor (prohibition of child • Management system
labor and forced labor) • Ethics

• Health and safety

Green Procurement
Environmental protection is essential, and Sony manages not only
its own products and manufacturing facilities but also its suppliers
through the Green Partner Environmental Quality Approval Program.
(See page 51 for details.)

*1 Other companies that manufacture Sony products are called OEM suppliers.

Sony procurement activities: http://www.sony.net/SonyInfo/procurementinfo/index.html
Sony Supplier Code of Conduct: http://www.sony.net/csr/
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Sony and People

The Sony Group recognizes that its businesses have direct and indirect impact on the societies in which
it operates. Sound business activities require that business decisions give due consideration to the
interests of our stakeholders, including shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, business partners,
local communities and other organizations.

Sony and its Stakeholders: Moving Forward Together
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For Shareholders

Listing of Sony Shares
Sony Corporation first offered its shares on the Tokyo over-the-
counter market in August 1955. In December 1958, Sony listed
its shares on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

In June 1961, Sony pioneered the procurement of overseas
funds by becoming the first Japanese corporation to issue Ameri-
can Depositary Receipts (ADRs) and in September 1970 listed its
shares on the New York Stock Exchange.

Disclosure of Information
Sony’s basic disclosure policy is to provide timely, compliant and
otherwise full, fair, accurate and understandable disclosure of
corporate information to the public in compliance with legal and
regulatory requirements. In addition to disclosing quarterly finan-
cial information and publishing an annual report, Sony seeks to
improve management transparency by providing information, in a
timely manner, on management policies and strategies and other
important activities.

In an effort to provide information to as many investors as
possible, whether they are institutional or individual, domestic or
overseas, Sony offers up-to-date management information on the
Sony IR website as soon as it becomes publicly available.

The website also contains video coverage of earnings
announcements and corporate strategy meetings held for institu-
tional investors and analysts, as well as presentation documents.
Replays of the conference call for international institutional
investors are also available on the website.

Sony also has an IR website for mobile phone users in Japan,
allowing investors to access information from any location in the
country. This mobile site offers news on the latest products or
most recent performance results, share price, IR events calendar,
shareholder administrative information and IR contact information.
Sony also offers an IR news e-mail distribution service to provide
investors with timely updates on Sony Group-related news.

Following each quarterly earnings announcement, the Sony IR
website offers an online Q&A session in which management
receives and answers questions regarding Sony’s quarterly
business performance and general management issues.

Sony provides timely, compliant and otherwise full, fair, accurate and understandable disclosure of
corporate information to shareholders and other stakeholders and proactively communicates with them
through its investor relations (IR) activities.

Through these IR activities, Sony seeks to disclose appropriate
information to its shareholders and investors. At the same time,
Sony management receives valuable feedback.

Direct Communication with Shareholders
As of March 31, 2005, Sony Corporation had approximately
780,000 shareholders.

Sony realizes that its Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders
is an important occasion for communication with shareholders.
After this meeting, Sony holds an informal meeting that provides
an opportunity for direct dialogue between shareholders and
management personnel. The Ordinary General Meeting of Share-
holders in June 2005 was attended by approximately 6,400
shareholders, while about 2,000 attended the informal sharehold-
ers’ meeting. On this occasion, a product exhibition area was set
up to introduce shareholders to Sony products and technologies.

In an effort to allow the maximum number of shareholders to
exercise their voting rights, in addition to allowing voting by postal
mail, Sony has set up a system that permits voting prior to the
meeting through the Internet from personal computers and mobile
phones, in case shareholders are not able to attend the Ordinary
General Meeting of Shareholders.

Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held in June 2005 in Tokyo

URL Sony investor relations information: http://www.sony.net/IR/
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Customer Satisfaction (CS) Philosophy
A key aspect of Sony’s corporate mission is to be a trusted part-
ner to its customers. Sony will achieve this by viewing products
and services from the customer’s perspective and by continu-
ously improving the quality of its CS activities. Sony wants its
customers to have high expectations, and is dedicated to fulfilling
them.

Based on this commitment, in April 2001 Sony promulgated
the Sony CS Charter to firmly instill the importance of CS con-
sciousness throughout the organization. Sony also launched
a CS21 Campaign in February 2002 to ensure that all employees
are aware of the charter and put it into practice. This campaign
is still continuing on an electronics group-wide basis.

CS21 Campaign Activities
The CS21 Campaign slogan is “Customer Satisfaction is Sony’s
Corporate Culture.”  To ensure CS is truly a part of Sony’s corpo-
rate culture, Sony is engaged in a variety of activities to achieve
product quality and service that guarantee its customers’
satisfaction.

In general, the CS21 Campaign urges every Sony employee,
at all levels and in all areas, to review their activities from the cus-
tomer’s perspective and to implement concrete measures to

For Customers: Customer Satisfaction

Sony is wholeheartedly committed to improving product and service quality from the customer’s
viewpoint. Sony’s goal is to gain its customers’ total trust, confidence and satisfaction.

further improve the quality of CS. Sony encourages employees
to listen to the views of a wide range of customers, and use
what they learn to review the usefulness of Sony’s products and
improve their quality.

Sony continues to take further steps to improve CS. During
fiscal 2004, Sony designated digital audio products, personal
computers and strategically important new products such as flat
panel televisions and DVD recorders as priority product groups
and initiated projects designed to upgrade their quality control.

Customer Information Centers
Sony established its first Customer Information Center in Japan in
1963 to provide customers with timely and appropriate responses
to their inquiries. This function is now available worldwide.

In fiscal 2004, the number of inquiries received totaled around
6.6 million in Japan and 22 million worldwide. Most were related
to the specifications or use of Sony products, and were made
prior to or shortly after purchase. Recently, however, there have
been an increasing number of inquiries concerning the connectiv-
ity of Sony products to those of other manufacturers, reflecting
the needs of the digital, broadband era.

In addition, as more and more people are making use of the
Internet, Sony has increased its Web-based solutions aimed at
providing product, service and support information in a timely
manner. Sony is making more product information available and
has expanded the FAQ section of the website.

To further improve the quality of service, in fiscal 2003 Sony’s
Customer Information Centers in Japan sought and obtained
COPC-2000*1 certification, an international standard for call
centers. Sony’s center in Hong Kong also received certification
in 2004.

Sony is fully committed to improving the service it provides its
customers everyday. To this end, Sony will continue to promote
the highest levels of customer-centered service throughout the
world by striving to meet the objective standards of international
certification organizations.

*1 COPC-2000 is a management standard specifically for call centers and fulfillment (delivery) work based on the American National Management Quality Award.

The Sony CS Charter

Sony is strongly committed to being the trusted partner for our
customers worldwide in the broadband age.

• We will listen carefully to customers’ voices

• We will provide unique and high quality products and services

• We will strive to earn customers’ trust

• We will actively promote customer satisfaction to meet customers’
needs and realize dreams

• We will continue to pursue corporate activities that will contribute to
and be harmonious with society
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Repair and Service Network
Various measures are being implemented to improve the quality
of Sony’s after-sales service.

In 2001, Sony introduced a service training program based on
e-learning, targeted at employees who work in the field and staff
of authorized distributors, and expanded the number of users
worldwide to share knowledge and accelerate improvements.

In fiscal 2004, there were 37,000 users assisting Sony’s drive
to deliver uniformly excellent services for digital, high-performance
products.

Also during the year, Sony made it possible for customers to
download operating manuals from websites overseas.

Improvement of repair services is essential to increasing cus-
tomer satisfaction. In light of this, Sony seeks to improve the
quality of its technical information and accelerate its distribution
among Sony Group companies.

Currently there are more than 8,300 service locations world-
wide, including its own service stations and those of authorized
repair agents. At its sites in each region, Sony has instituted pro-
grams aimed at making continuous improvements in the quality
of repair services. These programs include training courses to
improve repair skills and the sharing of information on the latest
Sony products. Every effort is made to ensure a uniformly high
standard of service at all of Sony’s worldwide service locations.

In fiscal 2004, Sony set specific targets for the improvement
of repair services and monitored progress toward achieving these
targets for increasing customer satisfaction with these repair ser-
vices. Furthermore, Sony has compared and analyzed its perfor-
mance with that of other companies to clarify its relative strengths
and weaknesses.

Sony has also introduced projects to improve repair services in
all regions of the world, mainly by shortening distribution times,
reviewing repair fees, improving the response at repair centers
and revising repair processes. The effects of these efforts have
begun to appear, and Sony will continue to expand and accelerate
these activities to increase customer satisfaction.

Product and Service Safety
Customer safety is a matter of the greatest importance to Sony
when sending a product out to the world. Sony is fully committed
to identifying and dealing with safety issues for each and every
product that it supplies.

Sony not only ensures compliance with applicable international
and national product safety standards but also takes extensive
measures to avoid potential harm to customers. In this regard,
Sony has developed the Safety Standard Compliance Program to
maintain its own internal safety standards, ranging from product
development through design and all production stages.

In addition, Sony has a department charged with examining
the possibility of latent medical risks posed to customers. The
department undertakes research to ensure that using Sony prod-
ucts and services does not have adverse effects on the human
body. The research results are shared with relevant departments
as deemed necessary and applied to ensure appropriate
management decisions are made.

Sony takes comprehensive measures to ensure the safety of
products after they have been repaired or serviced, by strictly set-
ting and implementing the specifications of replacement parts.

Organization for the Verification of Product
Compatibility and Connectivity
The augmentation of digital consumer electronics has enabled the
transmission of data between various devices that can be linked
together. As a result, Sony has been receiving many more inquir-
ies about product compatibility and connectivity. Recognizing the
need to reliably verify compatibility and connectivity in the design
of new products, Sony established an organization specifically for
this purpose in February 2004. Its task is to carry out the verifica-
tion of compliance with standards and regulations, and also to
ascertain the actual connectivity capabilities of products. The
results of connectivity verification are stored in a database so
they can be utilized to create better products and to permit rapid
responses to inquiries.

Service station at Sony Corporation
headquarters in Tokyo

Web page offering information on
product connectivity (Japanese)
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PlayStation 2 game software, displaying
ratings of (from left) the Japanese, American
and European rating systems

URL

Making Products Easier to Use
As audiovisual products have become multifunctional in recent
years, some operating manuals exceed 300 pages. As a result,
customers may find the manuals a burden. Sony aims to make
products and manuals more user-friendly.

For Sony’s KDL-L40HVX LCD television, which was released in
2004, Sony reviewed the 320-page manual of the previous model
from the customer’s standpoint. Various departments responsible
for the product collaborated to revamp the manual, giving it a
user-friendly table of contents and consolidating some information.

Sony also made the manual easier to handle by separating it
into two booklets, the Connection and Installation Manual and the
Operating and Troubleshooting Manual, and by halving the total
number of pages.

Sony will continue to improve its manuals by drawing on
customer feedback on its new approach.

Age-Based Rating Systems for Game Software
Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. (SCEI) aims to make games
as popular as music, movies and broadcasting. The range of
PlayStation users has now expanded to include everyone from
children to seniors, and game software also encompasses a
broad range of genres for children and adults.

Game industry organizations have introduced rating systems
for customers in Japan, the United States and Europe (CERO,
ESRB and PEGI, respectively), based on games’ target age
group. The U.S. system has operated for 10 years and won top
marks from the public for not only indicating age categories but
also for being the first to add the content descriptors that detail
the game contents.

In Japan, with the cooperation of the retailers, measures are
being considered to make the rating system effective, such as the
voluntary refusal to sell rated software to under-aged customers.

SCEI plays an important role in promoting rating systems in
Japan, the United States and Europe.

Computer Entertainment Rating Organization: http://www.cero.gr.jp/
Entertainment Software Rating Board: http://www.esrb.org/
Pan European Games Information: http://www.pegi.info/

Increasing the Accessibility of Information to
Customers
Since 1992, Sony Marketing (Japan) Inc. has produced product
catalogs on CD to provide customers, including the visually
impaired, with easy access to product information. These CD
catalogs are designed to allow quick access to information through
a special track-numbering system and to facilitate product use.

By cutting down on the number of pages, the manual is now divided
into two easy-to-use saddle-stitch booklets. The illustration of the
remote control is on the center spread page, making it easier to
understand how to operate it.

Product catalogs on CD provide
audio product information
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 Europe: 10.4%
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 Latin America: 2.1%
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Meeting of the EICC

For Employees: Employment and Employee–Management Relations

It is the policy of the Sony Group to adopt sound labor and employment practices and to treat its
employees at all times in accordance with the applicable laws and regulations of the countries and regions
in which it operates. Sony also values communication between management and employees, which is
essential in conveying management policies to employees and encouraging employees to voice their
opinions.

Basic Philosophy
The Sony Group operates in a diverse, global business environ-
ment. Its businesses range from electronics and games to music,
motion pictures and finance. All workplaces around the world share
common policies and visions while respecting the diverse cultures
and practices of the countries and regions in which they operate.

Total Number of Employees
As of the end of fiscal 2004, the total number of Sony Group
employees was approximately 151,400, down approximately
10,600 from a year earlier. The reduction was despite increases
at production bases in China and elsewhere in Asia. The reduc-
tion in headcount was mainly due to personnel cuts from
restructurings in Japan, the United States, Europe and Southeast
Asia, and the transfer of Sony’s overseas music business to the
new joint venture SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT (SONY
BMG), which is accounted for using the equity method.

Communication between Employees and Management
Sony values communication with unions and other employee
organizations as well as with individual employees.

In 1995, Sony Europe*3 established a European Information
and Consultation Committee (EICC) in compliance with European
Union (EU) regulations. This committee provides a forum for
representatives of management and employees from each EU
member country to meet and discuss issues related to Sony’s
European operations. This system ensures that information on
employment, organization, business and employee issues that is
applicable to multiple countries within Europe is shared among
employees and management, and that employees’ opinions are
heard and taken into consideration in major management deci-
sions. In fiscal 2004, Sony Europe explained its restructuring
plans, the results of employee opinion surveys and business
priorities to the committee, and discussed their impact on
employees.

*1 Southeast Asia, Middle East, Africa and Oceania
*2 Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea
*3 Sony Europe GmbH, a Sony Group company that oversees the electronics business in the European region
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*1 Management-level employees are assigned a “Value Band” according to their level of contribution based on their job description and role.
*2 Calculated based on the number of employees who gave birth during fiscal 2004
*3 The system allows employees who are primary caregivers or spouses of primary caregivers for a child or children to shorten their workday to 6 hours until March

31 of the year the child or children is/are 3.

In 2003, Sony Europe launched “Open,” a periodic survey of
employee opinions. The aim of Open is to optimize the work
environment, harness employee talent and encourage creativity.
Open focuses on issues related to supervisors, skills develop-
ment, training, salaries, communication and work culture. This
year’s result showed that Sony Europe needs to improve commu-
nication and skills development. The findings of the 2005 survey
prompted Sony Europe to set up a communications platform and
enhance communication channels and activities accessible to
employees at all levels.

Systems to Support Diverse Employee Lifestyles
In Japan, Sony Corporation provides versatile working styles,
such as the “Flex-time System” and “Expert System” (discretion-
ary work system) that cater to individual lifestyles and enable
employees to fully express their talents and creativity.

Sony Corporation also launched a program in April 2005 that
enables employees to work at home during child care leave.
Leaves of absence are also provided for employees engaging in
volunteer activities or looking after family members who are ill and
require care.

For Employees: Human Resources System

Sony aims to build an appealing workplace that inspires the fulfillment of the creative and innovative
potential of all Sony employees.

Personnel System—Building New Relationships
between the Company and Employees
Sony Corporation has many times initiated new personnel sys-
tems with a perspective toward the future, and was one of the
first companies to adopt innovative procedures such as internal
open recruitment and a self-assessment system.

Recently, Sony Corporation changed its traditional grading sys-
tem into a compensation structure that emphasizes the policy of
a “contribution = compensation (pay for performance).” Under
this new system, each employee is acknowledged based on his/
her capabilities as a professional and is awarded compensation
according to the level of his/her contribution.

Based on these principles, in 2000, Sony Corporation introduced
the “Value Band”*1 system to its management level employees,
and 4 years later, a similar evaluation structure was introduced
to all levels of employees. The goals here are to enhance
employee awareness of their contributions to Sony, encourage
communication in the workplace and help maximize business
performance across the entire organization. Sony also seeks to
expand the horizons for highly motivated people and accelerate
their career development.

Awards for Employees Contributing to the Creation of
Sony Value
Sony introduced the Sony MVP award in fiscal 2003. Honoring
employees around the globe who have applied specialized tech-
nology and knowledge to create enhanced value for Sony, this
award is designed to motivate employees to pursue greater chal-
lenges and achievements. In fiscal 2004, a total of 29 employees
from Group companies were certified as MVPs.

Employee Opinion Surveys
In fiscal 2004, Sony Corporation surveyed all its employees with
the aim of evaluating workplace culture, individual awareness and
management conditions, soliciting employee opinions and requests,
and in addition, offering consulting for individuals if employees
request it. The survey results were fed back to all related depart-
ments to assist with their efforts to revitalize the workforce and
the organization.

Sony Corporation Number of Employees Utilizing Child Care-Related Provision

Leave of absence for child care 227 (96% of eligible employees*2)

Shortened working hours for child care*3 35

Provision Number of employees who utilized
(As of March 31, 2005)

Women only Women and men Men only Longer than legal requirement

Sony Corporation Child Care-Related Provisions

Adjustment of working schedule/conditions 
in line with medical advice

Regular obstetrics checkups

Maternity leave (before and after birth)

Child care recess

Leave of absence for child care 

Shortened working hours for child care

Teleworking system
for employees with children

Time to care for sick children

Childbirth leave for spouses

Prenatal Birth Postnatal Age 1 year Age 1 (March-end) Age 3 (March-end) Age 6 (March-end)
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Sony Corporation’s intranet page on support for
employees who are also raising children or caring
for family members

For Employees: Diversity and Equal Opportunities

Sony is committed to respecting human rights and providing equal opportunities. To this end, Sony
is focusing on promoting diversity among its personnel, and believes firmly in the importance of
understanding and reflecting diverse views in its business operations.

Human Rights Provisions in the Sony Group Code of
Conduct
The Sony Group Code of Conduct enacted in May 2003 estab-
lishes the following general provisions as the basis for human
rights-related rules and activities throughout the Group.

(1) Equal employment opportunities
(2) Prohibition of forced and child labor
(3) Sound employment/working conditions
(4) Safe, healthy, efficient work environments free from

discrimination
These provisions are based on existing international standards

such as the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. Sony also requests that its suppliers comply with the
Sony Supplier Code of Conduct, which is based on compliance
with each nation’s laws and refers to social standards, including
the prohibition of forced and child labor. (See page 19 for details
of the Sony Supplier Code of Conduct.)

Equal Opportunities and the Prohibition of Discrimination
Sony’s fundamental policy is to recruit, hire, train, promote and
otherwise treat applicants and employees without regard to race,
religion, color, national origin, age, sex, disability or any other
factors that are unrelated to Sony’s legitimate business interests.

In Japan, Sony Corporation has adopted a “Basic Stance on
Human Rights” statement that is followed by all domestic Group
companies. Human rights representatives in the Sony Group in
Japan formed a network to reinforce this philosophy and share
information. During fiscal 2004, various human rights initiatives,
including forums focusing on harassment based on positions of
power, were implemented. Training sessions were held, aimed at
preventing sexual harassment and deepening respect for the
rights of individuals with disabilities, women and people from
other nations and cultural backgrounds. Sony Group in Japan
also conducted awareness surveys in seminars on sexual harass-
ment and reviewed and reinforced the curriculum based on
survey results.

Sony Corporation provides consultation to its employees on
sexual harassment through its Equal Employment Opportunity
hotline. In fiscal 2004, all Group companies in Japan established
similar hotlines.

In the United States, Sony maintains clear guidelines on equal
employment opportunities and the prohibition of discrimination in
all businesses.

Sony Europe has established a basic policy on equal employ-
ment opportunities for all regional Group electronics businesses.

Law for Measures to Support the Development of the
Next Generation

On April 1, 2005, the Japanese government enacted the Law
for Measures to Support the Development of the Next Genera-
tion. The new legislation encourages child rearing in a society in
which the birth rate is rapidly declining. It requires companies to
create work environments in which employees can comfortably
work and raise their children.

Sony Group in Japan has been providing support that enables
employees to balance their professional and private responsi-
bilities while realizing their full career potential. Going forward,
Sony Group in Japan will step up efforts to assist employees
to maximize their professional potential and build successful
careers without compromising child-raising responsibilities.
(See page 26 for details of related Sony activities.)
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Promoting Employee Diversity
As a global corporation, Sony promotes diversity among its
employees, such as people of various nationalities, minorities,
women and individuals with disabilities, and other criteria that are
in compliance with applicable laws and regulations of each coun-
try, while at the same time considering the various cultures and
customs in each region.

Composition of Sony Corporation’s Directors and Corporate
Executive Officers
As of June 22, 2005, of Sony Corporation’s 12 Board members,
1 is female and 3 are non-Japanese nationals; of the 7 Corporate
Executive Officers, 1 is female and 2 are non-Japanese nationals.

Pursuing Diversity Initiatives
Sony promotes the hiring of a diverse community with various
cultural backgrounds into its workplace, and Sony Group com-
panies around the world are actively engaged in this effort. As an
example, Sony Corporation had in the past hired non-Japanese
employees, but to further promote the hiring of non-Japanese in
the workplace, in 2001 Sony Corporation began to actively recruit
newly graduated engineers, mainly from neighboring East Asian
countries, so that they may pursue active careers at Sony.

Sony Electronics Inc. in the United States is creating a work
environment rich in diversity by actively promoting the hiring of
minorities and women. In 2004, it held a Leveraging Diversity for
Competitive Advantage workshop for all general managers and
managers of higher rank, which introduced examples of how
stereotyping and biases can affect business. The workshop
resulted in raising awareness among employees.

Goals of Diversity Workshop
• Improve understanding of the changing demographics of the
workforce and of Sony’s customer base in the United States

• Use case studies to better understand the impact of diversity
• Enhance awareness of how even minor biases can affect
hiring, employee satisfaction and development, teamwork
and productivity

Sony Pictures Entertainment Inc. in the United States has set
up a special group within its human resources department to
help foster diversity, and it is advancing the employment of minori-
ties and women by exchanging information and cooperating with
external organizations, and by participating in recruiting information

sessions that focus on diversity. The company also enhances
awareness of diversity issues through training courses aimed at
preventing gender-based and other forms of discrimination as
well as sexual harassment.

Europe is home to many countries, languages and cultures,
and thus failure to understand differences impedes business suc-
cess. Sony Europe places a high value on employee diversity,
believing that the employment of people from various back-
grounds from both inside and outside Europe helps further under-
standing of and respect for diverse cultures that are essential to
doing business in the region. Offices responsible for headquarter
and related functions encompassing all European operations are
located in several cities, including Berlin, London, Amsterdam,
Brussels, Paris and Barcelona, and have employees of various
nationalities. As of March 31, 2005, Sony Europe employed
people from 80 countries.

In Pan-Asia, Sony Electronics (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. and Sony
Electronics Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd., which oversee Pan-Asia’s elec-
tronics businesses, promote employee diversity throughout the
region. As of May 31, 2005, the region employed people from 14
countries.

Management Localization
Sony operates worldwide according to a basic philosophy of
“global localization,” which aims to promote harmony with the
countries in which it operates. This philosophy also applies to
human resources, including a commitment to seeking the best
people wherever we do business.

Sony (China) Limited started the Sony CEIBS Management
Development Program with the China Europe International Busi-
ness School (CEIBS) in 2000 to promote local management. The
program encourages the promotion of Chinese citizens to leader-
ship and mid-level management roles. As of the end of fiscal
2004, a cumulative total of 55 people had enrolled in this program.
The program is based on an MBA course that provides knowledge
needed for organizational and human resources management,
project management, sales and marketing, brand management,
finance and accounting. This contributes to the creation of a
foundation for interdepartmental communication and an environ-
ment conducive to the development of top-notch local personnel.

Sony introduced an executive management training program in
Pan-Asia to support its long-term objectives in that region. The
program provides various training courses for mid-level managers
to enhance work practices.
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*6 Non-profit organization that promotes corporate social responsibility in
Europe

*7 Average of month-end ratios for each fiscal year

Promoting Gender Diversity
As a part of its diversity efforts, Sony has launched employment
initiatives for women tailored to regional cultures and environments.

The group’s long-term objective is to increase the percentage of
female specialists and managers in the workplace. Also, in early
2005 Sony Europe in cooperation with CSR Europe*6 set up a
working party in which Sony and several companies look at best
practices and discuss measures to help achieve this objective.

Sony of Canada Ltd. has taken various steps to remedy the
traditionally low rates of female employment in retail electronics
sales. In 2004, the company performed a survey of female employ-
ees to identify challenges faced by women. It then reviewed its
training courses and now issues regular reports to management
on work environments and training for women. Sony Canada also
conducted manager training with a focus on broadening the pool
of female management candidates.

Employing Individuals with Disabilities
Japanese laws require that companies of a certain size employ
individuals with disabilities so they constitute at least 1.8% of the
workforce. Sony Group in Japan strives to provide individuals with
disabilities opportunities to play a more active role in society.

In fiscal 2004, individuals with disabilities accounted for 1.99%
of Sony Corporation’s workforce. Several Sony subsidiaries have
won recognition for providing special employment opportunities,
notably Sony Taiyo Corporation, established in 1987; Sony Hikari
Corporation, established in 2002; and Sony Kibo Corporation,
established in 2003. To promote the employment of individuals
with disabilities throughout the Sony Group in Japan, the Office
for Employment of the Disabled at Sony Corporation takes the ini-
tiative to encourage Group companies’ activities. The office holds
joint liaison meetings for Group companies in Japan to share
pertinent information.

Sony EMCS Corporation Kisarazu TEC has appointed coun-
selors to provide support for employees with disabilities and, where
necessary, liaise with their families. It accepts interns from and
organizes field trips for students at schools for the deaf, partici-
pates in mass interviews for individuals with disabilities sponsored
by prefectural governments and gathers relevant benchmarking
information. This subsidiary has also upgraded facilities, such as
bathrooms, to accommodate individuals with disabilities. As a result
of such initiatives, the disabled employees ratio was 3.03% at
Sony EMCS Corporation Kisarazu TEC as of April 1, 2005.
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In Japan, Sony Corporation initiated the Gender Diversity Project
within its Human Resources Department in November 2004 to
promote the careers of female employees. As part of the project,
Sony Corporation has begun efforts to further encourage the
employment of women, to create a framework to foster the careers
and potentials of female employees, to promote information shar-
ing among concerned parties and to build new networks. Sony
Group in Japan plans to further promote gender diversity through-
out the organization, through a new council to be launched in the
first half of fiscal 2005. The new council, which will be comprised of
female Sony Group employees in Japan, will support the careers of
female employees, review issues, make proposals from a distinct
female point of view, and report them directly to top management.

The Japan Women’s Innovative Network, established in April
2005 by 45 companies and organizations, aims to establish a
network necessary to support women to have more opportunities
for work and individual activities. Sony Corporation actively
participates in the network as one of the administrative companies.

In Europe, too, Sony is actively promoting the careers of female
employees. Sony Europe links a sound corporate governance
structure with advanced employment and work practices as part
of its diversity initiative. In 2004, Sony Europe conducted a female
focus group interviewing 80 women to understand the key issues
to promote employment opportunities and create a better work-
ing environment for women. As a result of the focus group, Sony
Europe will concentrate on some key issues to improve working
conditions for women. The areas addressed in the short term will
be mentoring, improving support for women returning to work
after childbirth, and studying measures to foster women’s careers.

*1 Totals are based on data provided by Sony Group companies. Scope of
management level for Japan and the United States includes officials and
managers, and for Europe includes board members, officials and managers.
There are cases where the definition of manager varies between Group
companies.

*2 Data for 2003 is based on a corporation with 1,000 or more employees and
according to a basic statistical survey of salary structures by the Ministry of
Health, Labour and Welfare. For management level, calculated as the total
number of department and section managers.

*3 Based on Equal Employment Opportunity Commission statistics for 2002
*4 Sony Group (Europe) electronics business
*5 HR Index Benchmarks 2005, European Human Capital Effectiveness Report,

Saratoga/PricewaterhouseCoopers

Ratio of Female Employees and Management Positions by Region*1

(%)

Industry Industry average
average Sony female for female

Sony female for female management management
employee ratio employee ratio level ratio level ratio

Sony Group (Japan)
30.0 25.9*2 02.9 02.6*2

(as of March 31, 2005)

Sony Group (U.S.)
37.8 47.5*3 32.7 34.7*3

(as of July 31, 2004)

Sony Group (Europe)*4

36.0 41.0*5 15.3 28.8*5

(as of March 31, 2005)
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For Employees: Education and Training

Sony provides education and training to develop the skills of employees working in different countries
and business areas. Sony offers programs designed to satisfy a variety of needs, from the education of
the next-generation leaders at Sony University to training aimed at improving the abilities of individual
employees.

Developing Future Business Leaders
Sony established Sony University in 2000 to help develop future
leaders of the Sony Group. In fiscal 2004, approximately 395
employees participated in the university’s five original programs.
During the year, top executives spent a combined total of approxi-
mately 70 hours in dialogue and discussions with attendees. The
Global Leadership Development Program, introduced in fiscal 2003,
was held twice, in the summer and winter of 2004. The number
of attendees increased significantly from the previous period, with
attendees coming from various businesses and regions. As a part
of the Sony University Program, there is also training to develop
the core future leaders at global manufacturing sites.

Education and Training
Sony Group in Japan maintains various training programs covering
all employees, from new graduates to senior executives.

In fiscal 2003, Sony Group in Japan introduced Management
Basics, a training program to reinforce the ability of managers to
develop the skills of their subordinates. The program consists of a
two-day group training session and 40 hours of e-learning and

includes coaching on methods to cultivate individual strengths,
build leadership, allocate staff and encourage teamwork. In fiscal
2004, approximately 2,440 employees took part in this program.
Sony offers training to Group companies in Japan to share infor-
mation on core technologies and nurture advances in the latest
technologies. Approximately 180 Sony employees with frontline
technological expertise provide training in such areas as display,
optical and storage technologies. In fiscal 2004, technological
training focused on a Project Leadership course. The total num-
ber of participants for the technological training was approxi-
mately 6,800 employees.

Online Educational and Training Programs
Sony Europe is making use of the intranet to distribute information
on personnel matters via its website, sonypeople.com. Between
its inception in April 2003 and March 2005, the site recorded more
than 280,000 hits. The site’s diverse content ranges from internal
rules and personnel system information to education and training
programs and contact information for specific educational pro-
grams in Europe. Site users can also access e-learning programs
in a number of European languages.

Leadership Curriculum
Sony Electronics Inc. in the United States introduced a new lead-
ership curriculum in April 2004. This program is aimed at develop-
ing future leaders and consists of four leadership programs that
emphasize continuous learning and support career transitions.
Each program, covering a wide range of contents, includes three
phases: e-learning, learning lab and 10-week follow-up training.
The course includes participants from multiple divisions; the peer
learning groups cooperate throughout the three to four months of
their training period to apply what is learned to their actual jobs.
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Sony as an Appealing Workplace
that Inspires Creativity

Yasunori Kirihara
Senior Vice President, Corporate Executive,
Electronics Human Resources and
Workplace Solutions

What aspects of human resource management does
Sony, as a global enterprise, pay particular attention to?

Sony’s transformation into a global enterprise came early in its
history, and Sony has diversified its business portfolio beyond
electronics products to include entertainment, financial services
and a broad range of other businesses. Our expansion overseas
was guided by our principle of global localization, set forth by
founder Akio Morita, which emphasizes close cooperation with
people in the countries in which we operate. One example of our
efforts to cultivate world-class leaders is Sony University, which
serves as a global forum for employees in different businesses to
explore issues from a variety of perspectives and engage in con-
structive debate. Going forward, we will also expand opportunities
for employee exchanges between sites overseas and in Japan.

For Sony, success in global markets depends on being a com-
pany that people everywhere identify as a desirable place to work.
We will continue to keep challenging ourselves so that we can
become an example for other companies around the world.

A key theme at Sony is diversity, and we are striving to create a
personnel system that enables us to maximize our diverse work-
force. In Japan, for example, we are actively promoting opportu-
nities for women and non-Japanese employees. Sony has
changed a great deal since the 1980s, when we assigned the
very first female employee to an overseas office. Today, a large
number of female employees have successful careers at Sony,
and regardless of gender, equal opportunity in the workplace has
become the norm. Of course, there remains room for improve-
ment. I look forward to the efforts of the soon-to-be-established
council comprised of female Sony Group employees in Japan to
review key issues and formulate constructive proposals, and am
confident the team’s contributions will improve the working
environment for women.

What do you expect from employees in the years
ahead?

In this networked age, the achievements of the individual are
becoming more valued than the efforts of the group. I think this

trend will accelerate as individuals increasingly perfect their spe-
cialized skills and propose and implement innovative ideas. In
such an environment, it will be crucial to enhance the capabilities
of our employees, thereby creating clusters of individuals, each of
whom is—to borrow an old expression—a “match for a thousand.”
Developing individual skills will increase individual contributions to
the Sony Group. The Group, in turn, must evaluate these contri-
butions appropriately. This is the sort of relationship I want to
build with our employees.

In line with this philosophy, we introduced the Sony MVP Award,
one of several systems created to reward the contributions of
individuals to the creation of corporate value and spur them to
greater achievements.

What are the principal responsibilities of the human
resources departments to Sony’s employees?

Every employee encounters problems at some point in the course
of his or her job. Human resources departments have a key
responsibility to improve the effectiveness of the support provided
to employees in addressing such problems. Based on this under-
standing, we are building a solid relationship with employees.

The human resources departments also work to improve work-
ing environments by arranging meetings with supervisors and
conducting opinion surveys through the company’s intranet.
The departments use the resulting information to propose
improvements—an exercise that we believe will help revitalize
Sony’s overall organization. I am proud to say that this is a
distinct strength of this company.

Employees are a company’s most valuable asset. The work-
place environment can strengthen human resources, or it can
weaken them. There are always risks involved, but just as many
opportunities. Accordingly, I see one of my most important chal-
lenges as being to create an environment in which Sony people
can flourish, by revamping existing systems and adapting them to
the needs of the next generation.
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For Employees: Work Environment and Occupational Health & Safety

Sony strives to adopt sound labor and employment practices and to maintain a healthy, safe and
productive work environment.

Systematic Improvements in Occupational Health and
Safety Activities
In 1998, Sony enacted a Global Policy on Occupational Health
and Safety (OH&S), which serves as a Group standard and reflects
Sony’s commitment to the health and safety of employees.

The policy stipulates compliance with regional laws concerning
occupational health and safety and clarifies responsibilities
through its health and safety management structure.

Sony businesses are promoting the implementation of OH&S
management systems to reduce health and safety risks, ensure
full compliance with applicable laws and internal rules, and
advance progress toward voluntary goals. Management at each
manufacturing site reviews these health and safety initiatives by
internal audits.

Using Risk Assessments to Reduce Health and
Safety Hazards
Sony conducts comprehensive risk assessments to safeguard
employees and property. Chemicals and equipment used at Sony
workplaces undergo thorough prior safety assessments to pro-
tect employees from injuries and accidents. Sony disseminates
information via its intranet in Japan. All Sony Group employees in
Japan can access this information.

Risk assessments are implemented not only to prevent occu-
pational accidents but also to prevent fires, protect against the
risks of earthquakes, and avoid security risks. Sony protects
work environments through comprehensive approaches to all
work-related risks, in the process contributing to the safety of
local residents.

Global Workplace Injury Statistics
The safety and health of Sony’s employees has always been a
paramount consideration. The company works to inculcate a
safety culture that actively engages employees and constantly
strives to implement and improve on measures to protect employees
and prevent workplace injuries.

Injury statistics have progressively improved over the past four
years, with most countries’ statistics comparing favorably with
their national averages. Factors contributing to improvement
include hazard identification, training, audits and safety plans
to eliminate risk. However, there remain areas for improvement.
For example, in Europe, while implementation of OHSAS 18001
improved safety performance in France and the United Kingdom,
there was an increase in the incident rate in Spain. Root cause
analysis further revealed that in Europe, manual handling and
machinery operation are the key accident causes. For the United
States, an increase is due to the increased hiring of temporary
employees and lost-time injuries attributed to them.

Improvement plans are being formulated to strengthen safety
management. In Europe, senior management launched a joint
regional safety project using Sony Six Sigma methodologies. The
statistics database was upgraded to improve on analysis and
reporting capabilities. An e-learning portal was also set up to
improve middle management awareness of safety, covering a
wide range of topics, such as occupational health and safety
(OHS) policy and management systems and operational safety
for high-risk operations. Improvements in the United States are
focusing on an integrated safety management system, open
communication and best-practice sharing. Safety managers in
Asia identified and implemented best practices from other regions
to individual facilities.

The foundation for sustained safety improvement at Sony lies
in an effective safety management system to prevent accidents
by sharing lessons learned among sites and moving toward a
culture in which safety is a way of life in all aspects of Sony’s
operations.
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Country

Country

Workplace Injury Statistics for Japan*1

*1 • Fiscal year data
• Frequency rate indicates the number of injuries resulting in more than 1

lost day reported per million man-hours worked.
• Frequency rate = Number of injuries resulting in more than 1 day lost ÷

Total working hours ✕ 1,000,000
• Rates include all Sony employees and Sony temporary employees in

manufacturing companies.

Workplace Injury Statistics for the United States*2

Brazil*3

Canada

Mexico

N/A*4

1.3

N/A

2001 2002 2003 2004

N/A

0.7

2.4

1.7

0.7

3.5

1.6

0.4

2.0

*2 • Calendar year data
• The rate of incidence indicates the frequency of injuries resulting in lost

work days reported for every 200,000 hours of actual labor.
• Rate of incidence = Number of cases of injuries requiring any days of

missed work ÷ actual number of hours worked × 200,000
• Rates include all Sony regular and temporary employees at manufacturing

locations.
• Incidence rates for all manufacturing are from U.S. Bureau of Labor

Statistics (BLS).
• Incidence rates for electronic device manufacturers are based on NAICS

Code 3343, Household Audio and Video Equipment. Included in the above
Sony statistics are incidence rates for its CRT manufacturers, which had a
BLS rate in 2003 of 1.4, and its glass manufacturing, with a BLS rate of
1.8.

• BLS rates for calendar year 2004 are not yet available.
• OSHA recordkeeping requirements changed slightly in 2002.

*3 Brazil does not include all manufacturing sites.
*4 N/A = Data not available

Workplace Injury Statistics for Europe*6

Austria

France

Hungary

Slovakia

Spain

UK

Sony
National industry
Sony
National industry
Sony
National industry
Sony
National industry
Sony
National industry
Sony
National industry

13.5
38.0
34.7
42.8
26.5
N/A
9.4

10.3
105.3
88.6
23.7
11.3

Sony vs. National Industry 2001 2002 2003 2004
13.3
37.0
28.5
43.0
13.2
N/A
13.7
9.6

142.9
86.7
25.2
11.6

12.5
39.0
26.8
40.9
35.6
N/A
15.6
8.6

116.6
N/A
30.5
10.8

13.5
39.0
25.4
N/A
26.9
N/A
9.4
N/A

120.6
N/A
26.1
N/A

*6 • Calendar year data
• Performance indicator: Rate of incidence
• Units used: Number of injuries per thousand employees
The definition of workplace injury statistics varies from country to country.
There are currently no official Hungarian and Slovakian national injury statis-
tics. Comparative figures for Slovakia are provided by industrial associations.
Statistics for Spain include both occupational and non-occupational illnesses
as required by legislation. As such, the definition is different and direct
comparison cannot be made with other European countries.

Workplace Injury Statistics for Pan-Asia, Mainland China and South
Korea*5

*5 • Fiscal year data
• Frequency rate indicates the number of injuries resulting in more than 1

lost day reported per million man-hours worked.
• Frequency rate = Number of injuries resulting in more than 1 day lost ÷

Total working hours ✕ 1,000,000
• Rates include all Sony employees and Sony temporary employees in

manufacturing companies.

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

04030201

General manufacturing  0.99

Electronics manufacturing  0.35

Sony (Japan)  0.09

(Fiscal years)

(Calendar years)

General manufacturing

Electronics manufacturing

Sony (U.S.)

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

04030201009998979695

1.3

South Korea

Malaysia

Singapore

Thailand

Mainland China

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.5

Country/Region 2001 2002 2003 2004

1.7

2.2

1.6

0.1

0.6

1.1

1.2

1.4

0.2

0.2

1.9

2.9

0.7

0.5

0.3

Workplace Injury Statistics for Brazil, Canada and Mexico*2
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Fire and Earthquake Protection Measures
Sony conducts assessments to prevent fires and to reduce
related risks for domestic and overseas manufacturing sites. The
assessments focus on high-risk manufacturing processes and
workplaces, quantifying risks and making suggestions to minimize
risks and improve techniques. For non-manufacturing workplaces,
Sony conducts assessments using special check sheets for legal
compliance and fire prevention that similarly quantify risks.

In earthquake-prone Japan, Sony has stepped up preventive
efforts by conducting evacuation drills, preparing an earthquake
response manual and promoting projects that focus on the pos-
sible consequences of earthquakes in the Tokai region and the
Tokyo metropolitan area. In fiscal 2004, Sony divided domestic
Group companies into four blocks and performed nationwide
safety confirmation drills based on the safety confirmation infor-
mation system introduced the previous year. This system gathers
information on the safety of employees to maintain communica-
tion between them and their families in the event of accidents
or disasters. For example, in response to an earthquake with a
seismic intensity of five or more on the Japanese scale, an
employee can use a Safety Net Card to access a specialized
server and input personal safety information. This also enables
Sony to accurately assess the impact of such a disaster, rapidly
resume work and begin reconstruction.

Fostering Employee Health
Sony is committed to creating workplaces where people can
work happily and vigorously. This is important for both society
and the individual. To achieve this goal, it is vital to create environ-
ments conducive to sound physical and mental health. Sony
Corporation undertakes various activities to promote employee
health, such as publishing information on the Internet, encourag-
ing daily exercise and holding seminars featuring guest lecturers.

Among the working population, lifestyle-related illnesses corre-
late closely with long working hours, which often result in inad-
equate exercise and irregular eating habits. Changes in the
industrial structure and diversifying work styles are compelling
society to search for solutions to health problems caused by long
working hours, and to working practices that threaten mental
health. Sony Corporation provides access to industrial medicine
practitioners. It also provides managers with special training so
they can identify symptoms at early stages and prevent mental
health disorders from developing into other serious illnesses.
Sony has established in-house and external counseling services
to advise employees regarding mental and physical health issues.

Sony Corporation conducts health maintenance and promotion
activities with the Sony Health Insurance Society. These initiatives
include guidance on better eating habits, a program to help people
quit smoking, and family walks covering 10,000 steps daily.

Fire drill at Sony Electronics
(Wuxi) Co., Ltd. (China)

Sony employees and their
families participate in a walk
at Tokyo’s Tama Zoo
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*1 Expenditures for social contribution activities include: (a) donations in cash; (b) sponsorships; (c) program expenses; (d) market values of contributed products;
(e) employee support, calculated based on the number of hours employees devoted to social contribution activities during working hours; and (f) renting of
facilities, calculating the value of opening facilities for regional activity use based on facility rental fees.

*2 Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea
*3 Southeast Asia, Middle East, Africa and Oceania

Social Contribution Expenditures by Region

Social Contribution Expenditures by Field

 Education: 52%

 Arts/Culture: 25%

 Health/Welfare: 10%

 Disaster relief/Humanitarian aid:  7%

 Environment: 3%

 Other: 3%

 Japan: 43%

 East Asia*2: 21%

 North America: 21%

 Europe: 9%

 Pan-Asia*3: 5%

 Latin America: 1%

Social Contribution Activities
In Sony’s Founding Prospectus, one of Sony’s founders, the late
Masaru Ibuka, declared the enhancement of scientific literacy as
one of the missions of the company. Thirteen years after Sony’s
establishment, he set up the Sony Fund for Education to support
primary schools that pursue excellence in science education. Mr.
Ibuka was convinced that promoting science and technology
would be critical to the recovery of postwar Japan and that
education for children was the key.

As Sony’s business activities expand around the globe, Sony is
also extending its social contribution activities to different regions
around the world. Sony’s conviction that it must contribute accord-
ing to current social needs—especially in fields where Sony is
best able to do so—has been inherited from Sony’s founders.

Activities during the Fiscal Year
In accordance with Sony’s social contribution policies, Sony’s
activities—conducted in areas where Sony has operations—
focused on education, particularly science education, as well as
arts, music and culture, by making good use of Sony’s resources,
such as technology and knowledge. During fiscal 2004, the Sony
Group spent approximately ¥3.4 billion on social contribution
activities*1.

For the Community

Sony undertakes a wide variety of social contribution activities in fields in which it is best able to do so,
to help address the needs of communities in regions around the world where Sony conducts business.

Structure
Sony Group companies, offices and foundations work in line with
Sony’s policies on social contribution activities. The needs of each
region vary according to social, cultural and historical back-
ground. Sony respects diversity and ensures its activities reflect
local customs.

Sony is also reinforcing programs to encourage all employees
to get involved in their communities. Sony believes such activities
will not only contribute to the local community but also enhance
employees’ perspectives and provide social opportunities.

The Sony Group’s Social Contribution Activities

Social Contribution Policies

Activities of Sony Group companies
Principal programs—
• QRIO Science Program (Japan)
• Donations to Museum of Modern Art

(MoMA) (United States)
• Support for local communities (Europe)
• Environmental conservation activities

(South Korea)
• Sony Science Education Award (SSEA)

(Malaysia)
• Sony Movie Works (Japan)

Foundation activities
Sony foundations—
• Sony Foundation for

Education
• Sony Music Foundation
• Sony USA Foundation Inc.
• Sony Europa Foundation
• Sony Foundation

Australia Trustee Limited
• Sony of Canada Science

Scholarship Foundation
Inc.

Employee volunteer initiatives
• Someone Needs You
• Sony Matching Gift Program
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QRIO demonstration in India

Emergency Humanitarian Assistance
Sony aims to take immediate action for emergency aid to the
victims of large-scale natural disasters.

Indian Ocean Earthquake and Tsunami
Sony Group companies around the world participated in relief
efforts for victims of the Indian Ocean earthquake and ensuing
tsunami that caused such massive damage in December 2004.
Sony Group companies contributed approximately ¥210 million*1

in total and donated 1,300 mobile phones to disaster-stricken
areas.

Niigata Chuetsu Earthquake (Japan)
Sony undertook several activities to provide aid for the victims of
the Niigata Chuetsu Earthquake. For example, Sony Corporation
made donations to the Community Chest of Niigata Prefecture,
and Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. auctioned 500 PlayStation
Portables (PSPs) and gave the proceeds to charity in cooperation
with Rakuten, Inc. In total, the Sony Group contributed approxi-
mately ¥58 million.*2 Sony also provided radio sets and LCD tele-
visions to the disaster area, while Sony employees participated in
local recovery efforts.

In addition to these efforts, Sony assisted victims of Typhoon
No. 23 (Tokage), which caused extensive damage in western Japan.

Details of Contribution

Country or
Region

Activities

Japan

• Sony and domestic Group companies made donations to the
Japanese Red Cross Society

• Sony matched donations by employees of Group companies in
Japan with a donation to the Japanese Red Cross Society

United States

• U.S. Group companies made donations to the American Red
Cross International Disaster Relief Fund

• Sony matched donations by employees of U.S. Group companies
to the American Red Cross International Disaster Relief Fund,
Save the Children and AmeriCares

Europe
• The Sony Europa Foundation matched donations by employees

of European Group companies with a donation to the Dutch Red
Cross and other Dutch associations

Thailand
• Thai Group companies made donations by responding to a call

for donations by Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra

Malaysia
• Malaysian Group companies made a donation to the Federal

Government Disaster Fund

Singapore
• Singapore Group companies matched donations by employees

with a donation to the Singapore Red Cross

Hong Kong
• Hong Kong Group companies matched donations by employees

with a donation to the Hong Kong Red Cross

Mainland China
• Sony (China) Limited matched donations by employees with a

donation to the Red Cross Society of China
Taiwan • Sony Taiwan Limited made a donation to the Taiwan Red Cross

Canada

• Sony of Canada Ltd. made a donation to the Canadian Red
Cross

• Sony of Canada Ltd. matched donations by employees with a
donation to the Canadian Red Cross

Sony Group Key Initiatives
Sony is committed to supporting the next generation, focusing on
activities that will enhance creativity among children and contrib-
uting to the needs of the local communities in different regions.

QRIO Science Program (Japan)
Sony Corporation jointly sponsors the QRIO Science Program
with the National Federation of UNESCO Associations in Japan
(NFUAJ). The program is designed to stimulate children’s curiosity
about science and technology and enhance their creativity.

NFUAJ appointed Sony’s bipedal QRIO robot as Science
Messenger to bridge the gap between the children around the
world and science and technology. Sony Group employees also
deliver lectures highlighting the contributions of science and
technology to society and lifestyles. They also describe the
cutting-edge technologies that drive QRIO.

Donations to the Museum of Modern Art (United States)
Sony Corporation of America continues to support the Museum
of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York City with cash and product
donations. MoMA, which has just completed an extensive reno-
vation, is considered to be the greatest repository of 20th-century
art in the world, presenting an unparalleled collection of modern
and contemporary art as well as a wide range of special exhibitions
and public programs.

*1, *2 Including employee donations and donations matched by Sony Group companies
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Support for Local Communities (Europe)
Sony Europe GmbH contributes to various causes in the fields of
education, welfare and international exchange. In the year under
review, Sony Europe donated products to schools in Berlin and
institutions caring for children with AIDS, and invited underprivi-
leged children to the IMAX theater at the Sony Center free of
charge. The company also assisted a project researching inter-
cultural exchange and child development at international schools
by recording the project’s findings on CD-ROM.

Sony Science Education Award (Malaysia)
This was the fifth year of the Sony Science Education Award
(SSEA) program in Malaysia. This program for junior and senior
high school students aims to increase interest in science and
enhance creativity. This year’s theme was Scientific Solutions
for the Environment. Approximately 130 schools nationwide
participated.

One of the winning projects was for a biodegradable disposable
diaper that could replace the current disposable variety, which is
becoming a significant environmental issue. Project participants
wrote a detailed report that encompassed everything from a sur-
vey of user needs and materials research to prototype production
and test use.

Environmental Conservation Activities (South Korea)
In South Korea, the Sony Group engages in environmental con-
servation activities throughout the year. In fiscal 2004, Sony ran
three water source cleanup campaigns, engaged in other environ-
mental conservation activities and held a children’s eco-camp.
The camp has been held seven times since it started in 2001,
with between 80 and 100 children participating each time. At the
camp, the children conduct field studies, learn how to contribute
to environmental conservation and enjoy outdoor sports in natural
surroundings.

Comment from an Employee Who Participated as a Volunteer
My work is designing software for the video camera. I participated
in the program because I wanted to uncover something new
about video cameras and obtain design hints by watching how
the cameras are handled by young people, who are very familiar
with IT equipment like personal computers and mobile phones.

I found it very valuable to communicate directly with high
school students. It was much more than about assisting with film

production. I found the conceptual flexibility
and swift mastery that these students
possessed to be absolutely amazing.

Children learning about environmental
conservation at an eco-camp

Participants learning how to
use video cameras during a
filmmaking workshop

Kenji Tsushio
Personal Audio Visual Network Company,
Sony Corporation

Sony Movie Works (Japan)
Sony launched Sony Movie Works in fiscal 2004 to assist enhanc-
ing creativity among youth through producing short films. High
school and junior high school students may apply to the program.
Those who pass the selection process participate in the challenge
of making short films. Sony Movie Works runs workshops on
planning, shooting, editing and sound effects. It also assists the
production process by lending video cameras, personal com-
puters and audio CDs. Sony Group employees provide advice
throughout the process. The completed works will be released
at a presentation where judges will assess thematic and creative
quality. Students will also receive completion certificates.

In fiscal 2004, 10 teams of students made creative films under
the theme of People Connections.
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URL

Employee Volunteer Initiatives
Sony provides employees with many opportunities to participate
in volunteer activities in their communities, supporting their efforts
through such initiatives as the Sony Matching Gift Program,
whereby Sony matches employee donations to non-profit organi-
zations. Several Sony Group companies form volunteer organiza-
tions for their employees and conduct group volunteer activities.

Sony Life Volunteers’ Club (Japan)
The employees of Sony Life Insurance Co., Ltd., established the
Sony Life Volunteers’ Club just after the Kobe earthquake in
1995. The club operates using funds collected from employee
donations. It continues to contribute to earthquake-affected areas
by working with the Hanshin Support Network for the Elderly and
Disabled, a local organization for victims. Many elderly victims live
alone. The club plans hot-spring tours and Christmas parties to
help these people socialize.

The club also supports various activities, such as the activities
of Special Olympics Nippon, a non-profit organization.

Earthquake victims and volunteers
on a hot-spring tour

Foundation Activities
The Sony Group supports six foundations in Japan, the United
States, Europe, Canada and Australia. The Sony Foundation for
Education in Japan supports unique educational programs and
young teacher training, mainly for those at elementary and middle
schools, to foster a love of science among children. The Sony
Music Foundation maintains a program to give children opportu-
nities to experience live music. The Sony USA Foundation Inc.
provides scholarships to children of employees to participate in
a summer program in Japan. The Sony Foundation Australia
Trustee Limited engages in various activities to help young people
discover their talents. The Sony of Canada Science Scholarship
Foundation Inc. has a scholarship program for university science
students. The Sony Europa Foundation supports the activities of
non-profit organizations.

Special Educational Concert for Children by the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra Sponsored by Sony Music
Foundation (Japan)
In October 2004, the Sony Music Foundation sponsored a one-day
Special Educational Concert for Children. The concert featured
the New York Philharmonic and its world-renowned conductor,
Lorin Maazel, and violinist Sayaka Shoji, who is also active around
the world.

The concert provided children with a rare opportunity to see an
orchestra in action and enjoy a world-class performance.

Approximately 1,800 parents and children attended the con-
cert. Some of the children rushed toward the stage before the
concert began, to see the players up close. Sony distributed
“Music News for Children” before the concert. This publication
stimulated the children’s interest by explaining the history of the
orchestra and the musical instruments used.

Children gathering around
the stage as members of
the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra begin to tune
their instruments

Sony Foundation for Education (Japan): http://www.sony-ef.or.jp/english/index.html
Sony Music Foundation (Japan): http://www.smf.or.jp/company_info_e/index.html
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Someone Needs You
Someone Needs You is an in-house volun-
teer program designed to enhance commu-
nity relationships. Sony Electronics Inc.
employees in the United States started the
program, which has been adopted by Sony
Group companies throughout the world since 2000. Under the
program, Sony Group companies formulate volunteer programs
tailored to local needs and encourage employee participation.

Every year, approximately 15,000 Sony Group employees from
over 20 countries participate in a variety of activities. Several of
these are introduced below.

Oita International Wheelchair Marathon (Japan)
About 90 Sony Group employees in the Kyushu region helped run
the annual Oita International Wheelchair Marathon, a world-class
event. Contributions included setting up facilities and performing
crowd control.

Reef Restoration (Thailand)
More than 1,000 local Sony Group employees worked with the
Thai government on a coral reef restoration project. They planted
coral, cleaned the beach and returned trapped sea creatures into
the sea. To promote awareness of marine conservation, the Thai
companies also held an exhibition.

Primary School Building Repairs (Mexico)
For the past five years, Sony de Mexico S.A. de C.V. has been
repairing local primary schools. Employees help make the repairs,
which the company partly funds.

Park Restoration (Portugal)
Sony Portugal Ltda. employees helped clean up a 257-year-old
national park that was badly damaged by a fire in 2003. Employ-
ees helped remove damaged vegetation in part of the park that
was affected by the fire, and otherwise clean up to prevent
another fire from occurring.

Primary School Beautification (United States)
In cooperation with a local non-profit organization, more than 50
Sony Group employees volunteered at two New York primary
schools to improve the schools’ grounds by painting a six-story
stairwell, weeding flower beds and tidying storage areas.
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1990
Formation of the Sony Environmental Conservation
Committee

1993
Enactment of the Sony Environmental Policy and the
Environmental Action Plan

1990
Publication of top management’s policy for environmental
conservation

1995
Acquisition of ISO 14001 for Sony Kohda Corporation
(currently Sony EMCS Corporation Kohda TEC), an
achievement subsequently repeated at other sites
worldwide

1998
Worldwide integration of the Sony Environmental Action
Program and enactment of Green Management 2002

1999
Opening of the Sony Eco Plaza environmental exhibition room

2000
Enactment of the Sony Environmental Vision
(Revised to the Sony Group Environmental Vision in
November 2003)

2002
Introduction of the Green Partner Environmental Quality
Approval Program

2004
Acquisition of ISO 14001 for the headquarters functions
of Sony Group environmental management
Commencement of a globally integrated environmental
management system
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1996
Revision of the Sony Environmental Action Program and
enactment of Green Management 2000

2001
Revision of the Sony Environmental Action Program and
establishment of Green Management 2005

1994
Enactment and introduction of the Sony Guideline for
acquiring International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
certification for its environmental management system

Sony and the Global Environment

Sony recognizes the importance of preserving the natural environment that sustains life on earth for
future generations and helps humanity to attain the dream of a healthy and happy life. Sony is committed
to achieving this goal by seeking to combine ongoing innovation in environmental technology with
environmentally sound business practices.

History of Environmental Activities at Sony
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Vision
Sony recognizes the importance of preserving the natural environment that sustains life on earth for future generations and helps
humanity to attain the dream of a healthy and happy life. Sony is committed to achieving this goal by seeking to combine ongoing
innovation in environmental technology with environmentally sound business practices.

Sony aims for greater eco-efficiency in its business activities through maximizing the efficiency of nonrenewable energy and
resource use and providing products and services with greater added value. Efforts will focus on reducing harmful effects on the
environment by ensuring compliance with all applicable environmental regulations and reducing the environmental impact of energy
and resource use on a continuing basis. Steps will also be taken to find solutions to complex environmental issues through closer
cooperation and enhanced information sharing with the broad spectrum of Sony stakeholders.

Approaches to Environmental Issues
Sony recognizes how closely linked its business activities are
to environmental issues, on the global as well as regional levels
and is committed to applying the following strategic approaches
to the four key environmental issues outlined below.

Global Warming
Sony is committed to reducing energy consumption and emis-
sions of greenhouse gases*1 generated by business activities
throughout the life cycle of Sony products and services.
Natural Resources
Sony will continue to improve resource productivity in its
manufacturing processes. Efforts will include reducing the
volume of materials and water consumed and recycling and
reusing these and other resources wherever possible.
Management of Chemical Substances
Sony will maintain strict control over the chemical substances
it uses, while taking steps wherever possible to reduce, substi-
tute and eliminate the use of substances that are potentially
hazardous to the environment.
Natural Environment
Sony recognizes the importance of maintaining the earth’s
biodiversity by protecting the ecosystems that make up the
earth’s forests and oceans and the wildlife they sustain, and
will take constructive steps wherever possible to contribute to
the preservation of the natural environment.

Approach to Business Activities
Sony is committed to a program of continuous improvement
of global environmental management systems throughout the
entire business cycle. The cycle begins with the initial planning
for new business activities and continues through the product
and service development, marketing, product use, after-sales
services, disposal and recycling phases. The Sony Group
Environmental Vision defines Sony’s approach to the following
11 topics.

• Compliance with regulations
• Corporate citizenship
• Disclosure of information and effective corporate

communications
• Education
• Business planning
• Research and development
• Planning and design of products and services
• Parts and materials procurement
• Site management
• Distribution, sales, marketing and after-sales service
• Post-use resource management

Sony complements the commitments expressed in the Sony
Group Environmental Vision with a program of specific targets
and objectives for achieving the various environmental goals.

*1 Greenhouse gases are gases that raise the temperature of the earth’s surface by absorbing infrared radiation from reflected sunlight. Six typical examples are
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, nitrous oxides, hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6).

Sony Group Environmental Vision: http://www.sony.net/csr/

Sony Group Environmental Vision

The Sony Group Environmental Vision presents a vision and basic approaches for environmental
management activities throughout the global Sony Group with the aim of creating a sustainable society.
It utilizes eco-efficiency to manage progress toward the target.

Sony Group Environmental Vision (Excerpt)
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CO2 emissions from 
product transport*4: 
680,000 t-CO2

Products shipped: 
 1.54 million tons
Products:  1.33 million tons

Packaging materials:  210,000 tons

Resources used: 
 1.75 million tons*2

Greenhouse gases

Resources

Water

Chemical substances

Contribution

Suppliers Sony Sites
(Manufacturing and other 

business activities)

Energy used by sites: 40,000 terajoules

Renewable energy: 159 terajoules
• Purchased via deeds, other:  156 terajoules
• Self-produced:  3 terajoules

Chemical substances handled by sites*1: 21,500 tons

Water used by sites: 24.54 million m3

Water conservation contribution (water cultivation): 

  1.3 million m3

CO2 emissions from sites: 2.135 million t-CO2

Emissions from energy use:  1.9 million t-CO2

Emissions as PFC, etc.:  235,000 t-CO2

CO2 offset contribution of renewable energy: 

  6,469 t-CO2

Waste from sites: 215,000 tons
Waste landfilled: 26,000 tons

Waste recycled/reused: 

  189,000 tons

Chemical substances recovered and recycled by sites: 

  5,836 tons

Chemical substances output from sites: 1,602 tons
Released into the atmosphere, bodies of water and soil:  936 tons
Transported as waste:  666 tons

Recycled materials used: 
  160,000 tons
Renewable materials used*3: 
  13 tons

*1 Total amount of Class 1 through Class 3 substances handled (see page 68)
*2 Total of products shipped and waste from sites
*3 Total amount of vegetable-based plastics used
*4 Calculated based on weight and distance transported

Overview of Sony’s Environmental Impact

Sony’s business activities may impact the environment in various ways. This overview looks at Sony’s
environmental footprint from the perspective of product life cycles. Sony is undertaking numerous
activities to lower environmental impact to realize the Sony Group Environmental Vision.
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Energy consumed 
during product use: 
309,000 terajoules

CO2 emissions 
from product use: 
16.48 million t-CO2

Products collected from 
customers and recycled: 
176,000 tons
Products:  17,000 tons

Packaging:  159,000 tons

Customers
(Use of products and services)

CO2 offset contribution of 
renewable energy

CO2 emissions from sites

CO2 emissions from 
product use

Waste landfilled from sites

Products shipped

Resource consumption Recycled materials used
Renewable materials used

1 Greenhouse gas index

2 Resources input index

Water used by sites
Water conservation 
contribution (water cultivation)

3 Resources output index

Products collected from 
customers and recycled

Chemical substances 
output from sites

Chemical substances in 
products shipped

Chemical substances in 
products collected from 
customers

4 Water index

5 Chemical substances index

* Business processes other than those shown in this chart, including the production of purchased materials and product recycling, also may
have environmental impact.

Understanding Environmental Impact from the
Perspective of Product Life Cycles
The chart below shows Sony’s impact on the environment
throughout product life cycles, including energy and resources
used during Sony’s business activities, energy consumed by Sony
products when used by their purchasers, and the recycling and
disposal of products after use. The chart gives the principal envi-
ronmental impacts during fiscal 2004 for items that Sony can
recognize and manage directly.

Five Environmental Indices
Based on careful consideration of the life cycles of its business
activities, Sony has established its own unique set of environ-
mental indices, which identify aspects of operations that Sony
can audit and improve. These indices provide quantitative mea-
surements of environmental impact, with lower numerical values
signifying smaller levels of impact. In addition to the goal of raising
the eco-efficiency of greenhouse gases and resources, Sony’s
Green Management 2005 plan also contains detailed targets
related to each of these indices.
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With the aim of realizing the Sony Group Environmental Vision, Sony is striving to achieve the medium-
term targets stipulated in its Green Management 2005 group environmental action plan. Progress toward
these targets in fiscal 2004 is summarized below.

Eco-Efficiency
Eco-efficiency is a numerical indicator used to gauge a company’s
impact on the environment relative to the scale of its business
activities. Sony has defined eco-efficiency using the following
equation—measured in terms of greenhouse gas emissions,
resource input and resource output—and has set a goal of raising
eco-efficiency to 1.5 times the level in fiscal 2000 by fiscal 2005.

The Sony Group’s greenhouse gas efficiency for fiscal 2004
was 0.94 times that of fiscal 2000, that is, lower than the level in
fiscal 2000. Both eco-efficiency of resource input and resource
output were 1.11 times the level in fiscal 2000. This represents
an increase from four years earlier, but was lower than the rate
achieved in fiscal 2003. The shortfalls resulted from an increase
in total environmental impact, which was caused by an increase
in production at semiconductor and liquid crystal manufacturing
sites in Japan and at sites in China, an increase in sales volume
of major products, such as televisions and DVD recorders, and
increases in the size of LCD and plasma televisions. Because eco-
efficiency and site-related individual targets are calculated using
the consolidated sales amount as the numerator, the decrease
in sales also influenced their progress. Sales were affected by
the decrease in sales prices of some products and also by the
establishment of a new joint venture, SONY BMG MUSIC ENTER-
TAINMENT (SONY BMG), as an equity-method subsidiary as of
August 2004, which resulted in the exclusion of SONY BMG’s
sales from the consolidated results.

Progress of Green Management 2005

*1 Regarding the CO2 emissions from product use, the CO2 conversion factor
for fiscal 2004 is calculated using the CO2 conversion factors for each country
where the products are sold. Until fiscal 2003, however, representative
figures for each region (Japan, North America, Europe and Others) were used.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Base Target
Target

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
Progress in Fiscal 2004 Page

Reduce product operating power consumption by 30% 2000 2005 Rate of achievement*1: 80%

Reduce standby power consumption to 0.1W or less — 2005 Rate of achievement*1: 80% 48

Reduce power consumption of AC adapters when unloaded — 2005 Rate of achievement*1: 100%

Reduce energy use calculated in terms of CO2 emissions from business
sites by 15% per sales unit*2 2000 2005 Increase of 2.5% from base fiscal year

Reduce emissions of greenhouse gases other than CO2 calculated in
63

terms of CO2 emissions from business sites by 30%
2000 2005 Decrease of 23% from base fiscal year

Increase to 0.4% of energy used at all business sites
Increase use of renewable energy to at least 5% of energy used at all sites 2000 2010 by Green Power Certification and internal power 64

production

Reduce fuel consumption by business vehicles calculated in terms of CO2

emissions by 15% per sales unit*3 2002 2005 Decrease of 11% from fiscal 2002

Reduce CO2 emissions derived from in-house and subcontracted logistics Reducing emissions through modal shift, efforts to
57

operations — — improve logistics efficiency and other measures

Resource Conservation

Base Target
Target

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
Progress in Fiscal 2004 Page

Reduce resource input by at least 20% 2000 2005 Rate of achievement*1: 84%
48

Shift to environmentally conscious packaging materials*4 — 2005 Rate of achievement*1: 91%

Reduce waste from sites by 30% per sales unit 2000 2005 Decrease of 22% from base fiscal year

Achieve waste reuse/recycle rate of 95% or higher 2000 2005 Waste reuse/recycle rate: 88% for global sites, 98% 66

for sites in Japan

Reduce volume of water purchased or drawn from groundwater by 20%
per sales unit 2000 2005 Decrease of 17% from base fiscal year 67

Chemical Substance Management

Base Target
Target

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
Progress in Fiscal 2004 Page

Use of six substances in parts and materials regulated
Prohibit, phase out or reduce use of controlled chemical substances

— —
by RoHS Directive was banned and use of lead solder

in products in products was eliminated under Green Partner Envi- 50

ronmental Quality Approval Program (with exceptions).

Among substances to be eliminated, mercury and lead
Prohibit, phase out or reduce use of controlled chemical substances solder continued to be used at sites for exceptional
at sites 2000 2005 applications. 68
Reduce release and transfer of Class 3 substances by 50% per sales unit Amount of Class 3 substances released and transferred

decreased 34% from the base fiscal year.

Green Management 2005 Targets and Progress
In addition to eco-efficiency targets, Green Management 2005 sets forth detailed targets related to products and sites, aimed at lowering
the environmental impact of Sony’s business activities.

*1 “Rate of achievement” refers to the rate of achievement for new models introduced in each product category in fiscal 2004.
*2 Per sales unit: Amount of environmental impact generated divided by sales for the fiscal year
*3 Global data regarding fuel consumption by business vehicles has been collected since fiscal 2002 and therefore the base fiscal year is fiscal 2002.
*4 Environmentally conscious packaging refers to product packaging with such features as recycled materials, reduced weight or environmentally conscious ink, etc.
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Sony Group Global Environmental Management System

Management

Americas
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24
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26

6

3

24

77

Number of sites obtaining 
integrated certification: 231

Number of sites obtaining 
independent certification: 153

Business divisions and sites

Number of sites certified by ISO 14001 (As of April 1, 2005)

Regional environmental offices

Headquarters

Europe

Europe Japan*4

East Asia Pan-Asia

East Asia*5 Pan-Asia*6

Supervises the Group’s overall environ-
mental management system, sets the 
Group’s vision, rules and targets.

Clarify rules and regu-
lations, and conduct 
corporate audits in 
each region.

Practice environmental 
management, conduct 
internal audits.

Headquarters 
environmental functions

Environmental Management Structure

Sony is implementing a globally integrated environmental management system to realize the Sony
Group Environmental Vision, achieve the goals of the Green Management 2005 mid-term environmental
targets and comply fully with internal policies established for the Group.

Global Environmental Management System
Sony sites throughout the world have obtained certification under
ISO 14001, an environmental management system based on the
rationale of the Plan-Do-Check-Act*1 (PDCA) cycle. In fiscal 2003,
Sony further developed this activity by implementing a group-wide,
globally integrated environmental management system. This sys-
tem integrates group headquarters with all business divisions and
sites, while taking advantage of the management systems already
operational at each business site. Steps were taken subsequently
to establish regulatory and audit systems and to reinforce regional
environmental offices. In June 2004, the environmental manage-
ment functions of the Sony Group’s headquarters, which represent
the core of this management system, were audited by an outside
certification organization and awarded ISO 14001 certification*2.
All business divisions and business sites will eventually be audited
by, and obtain an integrated certification from, the same external
certification organization, in accordance with the fundamental
requirements of this integrated management system.

Sony aims to have all business divisions and business sites
audited under a single certification by the end of fiscal 2005, in

accordance with the fundamental requirements of its integrated
environmental management system. Sony is establishing a
practical audit system that combines environmental manage-
ment system auditing, verification of the environmental data
collection process and third-party confirmation of the reliability
of environmental data*3.

Improved Governance
To deal with increasingly diverse and complex environmental
issues that may affect Sony’s operations, such as manufacturing,
sales, recycling and site management, Sony has established spe-
cialized functions at Sony Group’s environmental headquarters,
specifically in the areas of environmental management related to
sites, products, procurement and product recycling. Each of
these specialized functions works together with regional offices
and departments that specialize in such areas as product quality,
customer satisfaction (CS), occupational health and safety, and
disaster prevention, to achieve a uniform and effective manage-
ment system. Each specialized function issues targets to the

*1 Repeating the cycle of making policies and plans (Plan), executing the plans (Do), assessment (Check), and review by management (Act)
*2 The scope of ISO 14000 certification is all manufacturing sites and non-manufacturing sites with 100 or more employees.
*3 The Independent Verification Report is on pages 72–73.
*4 Coverage area: Japan and Taiwan
*5 Coverage area: Mainland China
*6 Coverage area: Southeast Asia, South Korea, Hong Kong, Middle East, Africa and Oceania
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Sony Group Environmental Policies

Envi-
ronmental

vision

Green Management 
2005 

Environmental management 
structure

Standards, procedures

Consistency

Sony Group environmental policy

Document setting forth frame-
work for global environmental 
management system

Mid-term targets aimed at realizing 
the Sony Group Environmental Vision

Business unit and 
site standards

• Sony Group Environmental Vision 
• Green Management 2005
• Formulation of Sony Group environmental 

rules and annual business plans

• Formulation of each business unit’s annual 
business plan  

• Implementation of environmental manage-
ment based on the annual business plan

• Audit and review of annual business 
plan and Green Management 2005, as 
well as performance assessments and 
decisions regarding awards

• Review by top management

Plan

Do

Check

Act

Continuous
improvements

The Sony Group Environmental Management System PDCA Cycle

operating units, divisions and sites and reviews their progress. To
promote integrated environmental management globally, Sony has
established regional environmental offices to facilitate region-wide
environmental management activities, such as a better under-
standing of local legal and regulatory trends, effective commu-
nication of rules and directives set forth by headquarters to the
regional divisions and sites, and effective performance of audits
at all regional business divisions and sites.

Environmental Management Linked to Business
Activities
To realize the Sony Group Environmental Vision and effectively
execute Green Management 2005, divisions and sites establish
and implement annual business plans incorporating various envi-
ronmental considerations. Progress on the implementation of
these business plans is reviewed regularly and results of environ-
mental activities are assessed annually as part of overall perfor-
mance evaluations. To accurately assess these efforts, Sony has
developed a system for the assessment of global performance
data for, among others, energy consumption and weight of prod-
ucts, division/site energy use and volume of waste generated.

Another means by which the Sony Group encourages environ-
mental action is to provide a wide environmental education for
employees that is tailored to specific objectives or the type of
work they perform. In November 2004, Sony held the Sony
Group Environmental Summit, which featured presentations by an
outside keynote speaker and a panel discussion by senior Sony
executives, with the aim of raising environmental awareness
group-wide. In addition to educational programs, Sony has estab-
lished an awards system that honors superior achievements in
environmental activities by organizations and individuals.

Integrated Environmental Audits
Sony has established an integrated group environmental auditing
system that combines three kinds of audit—site-based, corporate
and external—and aims to facilitate ongoing improvements to the
Group’s environmental management system, prevent environmen-
tal accidents and disasters at sites and improve the reliability of
environmental data.
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*1 The CO2 conversion factor for fiscal 2004 is calculated using the CO2 con-
version factors for each country where the products are sold. Until fiscal
2003, however, representative figures for each region (Japan, North America,
Europe and Others) were used.
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Energy Saving and Resource Conservation of Products

Sony continues to implement measures aimed at reducing the environmental impact of its products
throughout their life cycles. These measures encompass performing life cycle assessments at the plan-
ning, design and engineering stages, setting targets for reducing power consumption and resource use,
and testing to gauge progress at various stages up to and including shipment.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Related to Use of Products
During use, Sony products consume energy, resulting in the indi-
rect emission of CO2 at power generating facilities. In fiscal 2004,
CO2 emissions from use over the life cycle of Sony products rose
approximately 9%, to 16.48 million tons.

For fiscal 2004, 80% of Sony products achieved targets for
reductions in both operating and standby power consumption.
Reduction targets for power consumption of AC adaptors while
not in operation were met for all subject products. All professional-
use equipment met operating power consumption targets, and
televisions and personal computers also mostly met their targets.
The majority of audio products also achieved their targets, with
the exception of a group of products for which increase in output
levels led to increase in power consumption.

The main reason for the year-on-year increase in CO2 emissions
is that televisions accounted for 78% of indirect emissions of CO2

for the period, and while sales of CRT televisions declined in
Japan, Europe and North America, sales increased in Asia and
South America, where the CO2 conversion factors are relatively
large. Also, while power consumption is being lowered for new
models of LCD, plasma and LCD rear-projection televisions, sales
of large-screen models in Japan, Europe and North America rose,
resulting in an overall increase in power consumption.

Use of Resources in Products
Sony used 1.54 million tons of resources to manufacture its products
in fiscal 2004, an increase of approximately 6% from fiscal 2003.

A total of 84% of Sony’s products achieved their resource vol-
ume reduction targets for fiscal 2004, and 91% achieved their
targets for environmentally conscious packaging materials. All
home audio products, portable products, such as video cameras
and digital still cameras, and professional-use products achieved
their resource reduction targets, but some televisions and personal
computers did not.

The increase in resource volume during fiscal 2004 was largely
attributable to expanded sales volume for televisions, DVD
recorders and other mainstay items. Other factors included the
increase in size of large-screen LCD and plasma televisions over-
all and rising sales volume for rear-projection LCD televisions in
overseas markets.

The use of recycled materials during the period totaled 160,000
tons, up 50,000 tons from the previous period, equivalent to 11%
of all materials used in Sony products. This increase was primarily
due to the inclusion of cardboard cartons in this calculation start-
ing in fiscal 2004. With the increase in the volume of products,
the volume of packaging materials has also increased. However,
since the use of polystyrene materials for large products such
as televisions was reduced, the volume of plastic materials for
packaging was about the same as in fiscal 2003.
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Parts production Assembly Transport Use

StandbyDisposal or recycling

Product Life Cycle Product Life Cycle 

 Parts production: 7.1%

 Assembly: 0.5%

 Transport: 0.3%

 Use: 91.8%

 Standby: 0.2%

 Recycling:  0.1%

Environmental Impact (CO2 Emissions) of the KDL-L40HVX 
Digital High-Definition LCD Television

Calculations assume the following:

Years of use: 10
Product transport: Average for transport by truck
within Japan
Recycling: Data used is for CRT television up to and
including crushing
* Data less than 1% is not shown on the graph
* Stand shown was not included in the assessment

 Parts production

 Assembly

 Transport

 Use

 Standby

 Maintenance

 Disposal

Previous 
model

Content creation
system

Environmental Impact (CO2 Emissions) of AWS-G500 Single-Unit Portable 
Content Creation System: Comparison with Previous Model
Environmental Impact (CO2 Emissions) of AWS-G500 Single-Unit Portable 
Content Creation System: Comparison with Previous Model

－44%

Calculations assume the following:

Years of use: 8
Product transport: Average for transport by
truck and ship in Japan, North America and
Europe
Environmental impact of previous model
represents the combined total of data for
individual products (video switcher, audio
mixer, LCD monitor, etc.), the functions of
which are integrated in the Anycast
Station™.

The Anycast Station™ AWS-G500 portable content creation
system integrates a video switcher, audio mixer, LCD monitor and
other equipment that is usually manufactured and sold separately.
Combining these products into a single unit resulted in fewer
materials and parts, decreasing energy requirements for produc-
tion. It also resulted in lower power consumption during use,
reducing CO2 emissions by 44%—a drastic cut in environmental
impact.

Product Life Cycle Assessments
Reducing the environmental impact of products necessitates
assessments that study environmental impact throughout the
products’ life cycles, from parts production, product assembly,
transport, use (power consumption, etc.), disposal and recycling.
Such assessments enable us to identify products and stages in
the life cycle that have high environmental impacts, and to clarify
priorities for improvement and prepare targets.

Sony developed a product life cycle assessment system in
fiscal 2000 and has since used it to analyze the environmental
impact of a wide range of products. For principal parts, Sony
seeks to obtain information on environmental impact from suppli-
ers wherever possible. For other parts, Sony employs numerical
data from documentation to assess the environmental impact of
such processes as extracting and refining raw materials. To cal-
culate the potential environmental impact of these parts when
processed, Sony uses public data where available. To assess the
environmental impact during production at its own facilities, Sony
uses product-specific data generated at its own manufacturing
facilities using a proportional calculation designed to ensure the
most accurate data possible. In the assessment of environmental
impact, Sony especially emphasizes the emission of CO2 gases,
the data of which is relatively more accurate. Also, Sony does not
use an integrated index that expresses various environmental
impacts in a single value, since at the present time, Sony considers
the value to lack objectivity.

In fiscal 2004, Sony conducted life cycle assessments for
professional-use equipment, flat panel televisions, digital still cam-
eras, video cameras, mobile phones, home audio equipment and
a variety of other products. Based on the results of its assessment
of the KDL-L40HVX digital high-definition LCD television, for
example, Sony determined that environmental impact during use
accounted for most of the product’s overall environmental impact,
indicating that steps must be taken to reduce power
consumption.
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Customers

Suppliers
OEM Suppliers*2

Green Partner Auditing
(About 3,980 companies worldwide)*3

Inspection

Parts 
database

Measurement

Design

Management Regulations for Environment-
Related Substances to be Controlled 

which are included in Parts and Materials
(SS-00259)

Certificate of non-use
Measurement data

Information

Sony

Measurement

Mass production/
shipping

Measurement

Raw materials suppliers

Parts suppliers

Raw materials 
database

 (“Green Book”*4)

*1 See page 51 for a detailed explanation.
*2 Companies that manufacture products (“OEM products”) on behalf of Sony
*3 Suppliers and OEM suppliers that completed audits as of March 31, 2005
*4 See page 52 for a detailed explanation.

System for Managing Chemical Substances in Products

Management of Chemical Substances in Products

To facilitate management of chemical substances in its products, Sony recognizes that it is important to
efficiently manage its supply chains. Accordingly, Sony has deployed an advanced management system
to help it control, reduce or eliminate a range of hazardous chemical substances.

Managing Chemical Substances in Products
Almost every electronic product Sony makes and sells contains
between a few hundred and a few thousand parts, many of which
were made with or may contain a variety of chemical substances,
some of which may be classified as hazardous and harm the
environment if they are not properly controlled prior to disposal.

To prevent such environmental harm, some countries and
regions have introduced laws and directives—such as the
European Union’s Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous
Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment (RoHS)
Directive*1—aimed at restricting the use of chemical substances
in products or mandating the disclosure of information about
such substances.

Thorough management of chemical substances in products
requires that Sony not only takes actions but also effectively
manages its supply chains for parts and materials.

Chemical Substance Management Standards
Management standards must be clearly established to thoroughly
manage chemical substances in parts and materials. Because
Sony’s markets and supply chains are worldwide, Sony has
established uniform global management standards that take into
account applicable local laws and regulations and the opinions of
various stakeholders.

Under the Management Regulations for Environment-Related
Substances to be Controlled which are included in Parts and
Materials (SS-00259), the fourth edition of which was published
in February 2005, management standards classify applicable
chemical substances and their uses as: those that must be banned
immediately (Level 1), those for which a period for phase-out is
individually set (Level 2), and those for which no deadline is set for
ban of use but phasing out is planned (Level 3). These standards
are applied as a mandatory requirement to Sony’s suppliers when
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1

2

3

Substances Specified by Sony as Subject to Control

Three Core Principles for Managing Chemical Substances in Products

Upstream Management
Green Partner Environmental Quality Approval Program
OEM Green Partner Environmental Quality Approval Program

Management in QC/QA Processes
Multiple inspections of parts and materials at delivery, manufacturing
and shipment stages based on measurement rules

Application of Measurement Rules
Management is based on actual measurement data measured
internally and by suppliers

*1 Level 2 for certain uses
*2 Certain types for which alternatives have not yet been found are treated as

Level 3.
*3 Deliveries to be phased out gradually depending on application. Packaging

materials are Level 1. Certain types for which alternatives have not yet been
found are treated as Level 3.

Management Standards
Level 1: To be prohibited immediately
Level 2: To be phased out in predetermined intervals
Level 3: To be eliminated eventually

Sony’s procurement activities (Green Partner Environmental Quality Approval Program and Excerpt of Management Regulations for the Environment-Related
Substances to be Controlled which are included in Parts and Materials (SS-00259)): http://www.sony.net/SonyInfo/procurementinfo/URL

RoHS Directive
An EU directive brought into effect February 13, 2003, that
bans the use of six substances—cadmium, lead, mercury,
hexavalent chromium, polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs) and
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs)—in electrical and
electronic equipment brought to market after July 1, 2006. To
ensure compliance with the RoHS Directive, manufacturers of
such equipment are expected to develop stringent substance
management systems based on detailed dictates outlining

exemptions, standards for concentrations and procedures for
measurement. Several countries and regions other than Europe
are currently considering the introduction of similar laws and
directives relating to specified chemical substances. Sony has
introduced uniform global standards for chemical substance
management at its sites around the world not limited solely to
regions with restrictive laws.

procuring from them. The category of six substances and their
uses regulated in the RoHS directive have been shifted from Level
2 to Level 1 (in SS-00259 fourth edition compared with SS-00259
third edition) and their use was banned since January 2005.

SS-00259 clarifies standards primarily for Level 1 substances.
It also sets forth allowable concentrations of impurities and spe-
cific measurement methods, using measuring equipment to verify
such concentrations.

Three Core Principles for Managing Chemical
Substances in Products
To guide its efforts to manage chemical substances in products in
compliance with these standards, Sony has established three
core principles.

1. Upstream Management
Sony’s main suppliers have proceeded in implementing environ-
mental management systems, represented by ISO 14001 certifi-
cation. Nonetheless, such systems are not always sufficient when
it comes to managing chemical substances contained in parts
and materials. For this reason, Sony has established the Green
Partner Environmental Quality Approval Program. This program
outlines Sony’s Green Partner Standards, that is, its standards
for chemical substance management, and audits suppliers based
on these standards. Sony purchases from suppliers who have
passed this audit and been certified as Green Partners.

The certified suppliers are audited periodically to confirm whether
the Green Partner Standards are being followed. An identical sys-
tem has been introduced for OEM suppliers who make products
to Sony specifications, enhancing the thoroughness of manage-
ment. Sony has audited suppliers and OEM suppliers in almost
all parts of the world and as of fiscal 2004 had completed audits
and certified as Green Partner about 3,800 suppliers and 180
OEM suppliers.

Organic tin

compounds

Asbestos 1

Azo compounds 1*2

Formaldehyde 1

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and PVC blends 2*3

Substance Level

Chlorinated
organic
compounds

Brominated organic
compounds

Heavy metals

Cadmium and cadmium compounds 1*1

Lead and lead compounds 1*2

Mercury and mercury compounds 1

Hexavalent chromium compounds 1

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 1

Polychlorinated naphthalenes (PCNs) 1

Polychlorinated terphenyls (PCTs) 1

Chlorinated paraffins (CPs) 1*2

Other chlorinated organic compounds 3

Polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs) 1

Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) 1

Other brominated organic compounds 3

Tributyltin compounds, triphenyltin compounds 1
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2. Management in QC/QA Processes
Sony has positioned chemical substances management within
quality control/quarity assurance (QC/QA) processes to create a
group-wide chemical substance management system. Before
new parts or materials can be used for products, they must be
inspected to confirm that they satisfy required conditions. In addi-
tion to the normal quality standards, we check to ensure confor-
mity with SS-00259 standards. If they conform, the results are
entered into the parts database, allowing product engineers to
use such parts and materials. As of April 2005, the database
contained approximately 350,000 registered parts.

At the mass production stage, mass-produced parts are
sampled and inspected regularly. If a component does not pass
inspection, appropriate measures are taken, including halting pro-
curement. Products destined for Europe, where in some countries
laws restricting the use of certain substances have already been
adopted, are strictly managed. For example, these products
undergo a warehouse inspection prior to customs clearance to
prevent any inappropriate products from entering the market.

3. Application of Measurement Rules
Sony’s chemicals substance management system is supported
by the application of measurement rules based on scientific meth-
ods. If invisible chemical substances are managed via declaration
documents alone, prohibited substances might accidentally enter
products. To prevent this from occurring, suppliers are required to
submit certificates of non-use—attesting that the parts and mate-
rials they supply do not contain prohibited chemical substances—
as well as measurement data. Sony has also implemented
internal control systems that involve using measurement devices
distributed to Sony sites around the world for inspecting product
quality, to keep prohibited substances out of products.

Sharing Information with Suppliers
Based on the above system, Sony manages chemical substances
thoroughly with the cooperation of its suppliers. To further enhance
the efficiency of the system, in autumn 2003 Sony introduced the
Green Book, a raw materials database, which was made available
to Sony’s direct suppliers via its electronic procurement system.

In the Green Book, Sony has registered only those materials
that have been confirmed to comply with the SS-00259 stan-
dards for resins, inks, electric wires, printed wiring boards and
other basic materials that are commonly used by multiple primary
suppliers. Primary suppliers are not required to submit measure-
ment data when they use materials registered in the Green Book.
As of April 2005, the Green Book contained approximately
13,500 materials.

Shift to Lead-Free Solder
It has been shown that lead in solder may have environmental
impacts if products are improperly managed or disposed of. Sony
has been strenuously promoting the use of lead-free solder to
achieve its goal of eliminating lead from products by March 31,
2005.

Through a group-wide project that involves design, manufactur-
ing, procurement, quality control, technological engineering and
service departments, Sony promoted the use of only lead-free
solder during the manufacturing process and procurement of
parts. As a consequence, as of March 31, 2005, Sony had entirely
eliminated leaded solder from all Sony products manufactured at
Sony sites and on an OEM basis—with the exception of a few
products for which alternative technologies are not currently avail-
able—greatly reducing the risk of environmental impact.

Reducing PVC Usage
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), a widely used plastic, may pose a risk to
the environment if disposed of improperly. Another concern is that
PVC requires the use of various other chemical substances, includ-
ing plasticizers and stabilizers, which are believed to pose risks to
the environment and human body. While PVC is not currently
regulated by any laws that apply to chemical substances used in
electronics products, Sony is working to eliminate PVC from its
products wherever a technologically and economically viable alter-
native is available. With a few exceptions, Sony has succeeded in
eliminating PVC from packaging materials. Sony is also striving to
gradually replace PVC used in other areas. These efforts have
already enabled Sony to switch to olefin materials for power cables,
AC adapter cords and electrical cords used in its products.

MDR-Q66LW headphones use non-PVC
materials in their cord and plug
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The KDL-S32A10 digital high-definition
television features energy-efficient technologies
and energy-saving functions The energy-efficient, resource-saving new

PlayStation 2 (SCPH-70000)

Portions of the MHC-GNZ7D are
made from recycled plastic

Recycled resin accounts for
approximately 30% of the plastic
used in the 5MDW74BAA minidisc

Environmentally Conscious Products and Services

Representative examples of Sony’s environmentally conscious products and services introduced in
fiscal 2004 are described below. Sony’s “eco info” mark on catalogs and websites provides customers
with concrete information about the environmentally conscious aspects of its products.

Energy-Efficient Digital High-Definition Televisions—
Happy Wega Series
Sony’s Happy Wega KDL-S series of digital high-definition televi-
sions boasts: a high-performance one-chip video processor, in
which all circuits are on a single chip; a special heat-dispelling
steel casing that eliminates the need for a fan; and an audio sys-
tem that combines a digital amplifier and a high-aperture ratio
speaker grill. These and other outstanding technologies enable
the Happy Wega series to offer a winning combination of low
power consumption, outstanding picture and sound quality, and
low running noise. The Happy Wega series also realizes a sig-
nificant improvement in standby power consumption, down to
0.15W, from 0.8W for previous Wega models. Other power-
saving features include a luminance detection circuit, which auto-
matically adjusts the brightness of the screen in response to the
brightness of the environment, and an auto-shutoff feature, which
automatically switches the television to standby mode if there is
no broadcast or input signal for a specified amount of time.

Energy-Efficient, Resource-Saving New PlayStation 2
The new slim line PlayStation 2 (SCPH-70000), released by Sony
Computer Entertainment Inc. in Japan, North America and
Europe in November 2004, features a completely overhauled
design architecture that has reduced the hardware’s weight by
50%, internal volume by 75% and thickness by 5cm (from 7.8cm
to 2.8cm), achievements that have greatly reduced resource use.
While the original PlayStation 2 was packed first in polystyrene
foam and later in a pulp-mold material made from recycled news-
papers and magazines, the slimmer, lighter new PlayStation 2
needs only a sturdy cardboard cushion.

The new PlayStation 2 also boasts improved operating power
consumption, making it possible for users to enjoy games and
DVDs while using less energy and fewer resources.

Use of Recycled Materials in Sony Products
Sony promotes the use of recycled materials in its products.

The plastic used inside Sony’s MHC-GNZ7D and MHC-GNX80
mini hi-fi stereo systems is made from 100% recycled polysty-
rene, a material from used polystyrene foam. As a consequence,
these systems have achieved recycled material ratios of 9.2%
and 6.5%, respectively.

Sony’s Bianca minidisc (MD) uses recycled resin for approxi-
mately 30% of total plastic content, excluding the disc itself.
Labels and index cards are made from 100% recycled paper and
printed using volatile organic compound (VOC)-free vegetable
oil-based ink.
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*1 Exemption under the proposed new EU Battery Directive before the EU Parliament and its Environment Committee (as of March 2005)
*2 The photograph is of ERS-7M2.

Since 2000 Since 2002 Since 2004 Since 2005

Packaging film 
for Neige MD blanks

Blister wrap for 
portable radio
(ICR-P10)

Use in underpaw, stopper and pole 
for AIBO entertainment robot 
(ERS-7, ERS-7M2)*2

Commercialization of
material with outstanding
flame-retardant properties 

Commercial application
in contactless IC cards
(experimental phase)

Use in front panel of DVD 
players (DVP-NS955V  
and DVP-NS975V)

Front panel of 
DVD player 
(DVP-NS999ES)

Body of Walkman
  (WM-FX202)

Use in accompanying charger 
stand for AIBO 
entertainment 
robot software
(ERF-210AW06J)

Use in packaging materials Application in chassis

Development and Commercialization
Vegetable-Based Plastics

SR626SW mercury-free silver
oxide battery

through photosynthesis during cultivation and the total amount of
CO2 emitted over the material’s life cycle is considerably lower
than that of conventional plastics.

Sony is actively developing and using vegetable-based plastics.
In fiscal 2002, Sony began using vegetable-based plastics for the
casings of Walkman portable audio products, front panels of DVD
players and components for AIBO robots, becoming one of the
first companies in the industry to use these plastics in commercial
products. In 2004, Sony became the first company in the world to
develop a new vegetable-based plastic with flame-retardant prop-
erties and to release a DVD player made with this plastic. This
achievement reflected the development of a new technology that
enhances the flame-resistance of vegetable-based plastic, opening
the door to the material’s application in a broad range of consumer
electronics. As of March 31, 2005, Sony uses vegetable-based
plastic in five products in three categories, as well as in packaging
for two products.

Sony is also studying applications for vegetable-based plastics
in the manufacture of contactless IC cards, and expects to com-
mercialize its first such cards in fiscal 2005.

In recognition of its efforts to promote the use of vegetable-
based plastics, in fiscal 2004, Sony received the top award in the
Japanese Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries’ annual
awards for excellent use of biomass.

Development of Mercury-Free Silver Oxide Batteries
Silver oxide batteries, used in wristwatches, small thermometers
and other small products, traditionally contain mercury to prevent
the generation of hydrogen gas—a cause of the deterioration of
batteries. Because the production of silver oxide batteries without
mercury has generally been seen as unfeasible, the use of mer-
cury in these batteries is exempted, due to the difficulty in realizing
it*1. Sony has been conducting research with the aim of realizing
mercury-free silver oxide batteries since the 1990s. These efforts
led to the development of a technology using a new zinc alloy
powder, a new anticorrosion material and a corrosion-suppressing
processing method. This technology has facilitated the production
of mercury-free batteries that deliver equal safety and integrity as
their conventional counterparts. In 2004, Sony became the first
company in the world to commercialize mercury-free silver oxide
batteries, launching 10 models that represent approximately 80%
of its total output of silver oxide batteries.

Development and Commercialization of
Vegetable-Based Plastics
Vegetable-based plastics are derived from biomass, that is,
starches from corn and other vegetables. Accordingly, their
production consumes considerably fewer oil resources than the
production of conventional plastics. Vegetable-based plastics
also contribute to the reduction of CO2 emissions because the
vegetables from which the raw materials are derived absorb CO2

The DVP-NS955V DVD player features a front panel made
from flame-retardant vegetable-based plastics
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*1 See page 59 for information on the production of CDs by SMC.

• All key parts soldered with lead-free solder
• No halogenated flame-retardants used in cabinets

and main printed wiring boards
• Power-saving mode allows adjustment of image

brightness, thereby reducing power consumption
• Carton box made from 100% recycled magazine paper
• Packaging cushions made from environmentally

conscious recycled paper-based pulp mold

Sony’s “eco info” mark with examples of specific environmental information
included

Promoting Environmentally Conscious Packaging
Sony has included environmentally conscious packaging in its
design targets since fiscal 1989, and since fiscal 1999 has
strongly promoted environmentally conscious packaging for
products sold in Japan.

In fiscal 2004, Sony considered the environmental impact of
packaging on a broader spectrum, and its activities extended to
the acceleration of standardization of packaging parts, improve-
ment of efficiency in logistics, and, to promote the efficient use of
resources, development and introduction of packaging materials
made of recycled plastics. Some examples of packaging materi-
als made of recycled plastic are as follows: stretching film used in
large amounts during transportation; polypropylene bands used
for binding cartons; and expanded polystyrene foam used as
cushioning for heavy products and precision equipment. In addi-
tion, Sony is promoting the use of paper-made cushioning mate-
rial, which is easy to recycle, and is promoting its use overseas.

The “eco info” Mark Provides Environmental Information
Sony uses the “eco info” mark to indicate accurately the environ-
mentally conscious aspects of its products. The mark is placed
on product catalogs, stickers, packages, user manuals and
advertising materials, and specific environmental information is
included next to the mark. In addition to Japan, Sony uses the

GREENSTYLE Design Environmental Solutions Business
In 2004, subsidiary Sony Music
Communications Inc. (SMC)
launched GREENSTYLE Design,
a program aimed at supporting the
efforts of environmental conserva-
tion organizations through SMC’s
innovative environmental solutions business.

GREENSTYLE is a network of organizations involved in environ-
mental protection-related activities in music, theater, sports and
other areas of the entertainment field. SMC respects the
GREENSTYLE philosophy, and provides administrative services
for GREENSTYLE.

GREENSTYLE Design is based on the concept of “cause-
related marketing,” a marketing method that supports the realiza-
tion of an ideal society through a company’s ordinary business
activities. A portion of SMC’s sales is donated via GREENSTYLE
funds to environmental non-profit organizations belonging to the
network. This method is aimed at enhancing environmental
conservation through cooperation by companies and non-profit
organizations.

The environmental solutions business provided by SMC includes
environmentally conscious products and services. Examples of the
services are the production of CDs in Green Power-introduced
recording studios*1 and provision of GREENSTYLE Eco-Mail, a
mailing format that uses no envelopes. With the slogan “cool eco-
solutions for harmony with the earth,” SMC continues to seek
ways to foster businesses that would maximize the expertise that
SMC has built up in the entertainment area.

Examples of packaging materials
using recycled plastics:
• Limonene recycled polystyrene

foam
• Expanded polypropylene
• Stretching film
• Polypropylene bands
• Handles

Advertisement in Japan highlight-
ing the use of environmentally
conscious packaging materials for
Sony VAIO personal computers

GREENSTYLE Eco-Mail, a mailing format
that uses no envelopes

Original GREENSTYLE characters,
designed by artist Junichi

©Junichi/Produced by DR

“eco info” mark in a number of other countries and regions,
including Europe, South Korea and the United States.
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Key:

Lead-free solder = Used for all soldering and all components (with exceptions)
= Used for all soldering

Halogen-free flame retardant = Used in 80% of printed wiring boards
Packaging materials = All packaging materials used are environmentally conscious (recycled materials, reduced weight, environmentally conscious ink, etc.)

Location free television

HDD-equipped DVD recorder

DVD player

Component audio system

Digital high-definition SXRD projection television

Multi-channel integrated amp

Personal computer

Digital camcorder

Car audio system

Network Walkman

Digital still camera

Hi-MD Walkman

Entertainment robot AIBO

Mobile phone

Digital camera module

High-definition digital video cassette recorder

LF-X5

RDR-HX50

DVP-NS575P

CMT-DV2D

KDS-70Q006

TA-DA 7 000ES

VGN-T71B/L

DCR-DVD403

CDX-R3310

NW-HD5

DSC-W1

MZ-RH10

ERS-7M2

SO506iC

XCL-X700

HDW-S280

Product Name Model Number Lead-Free Solder
Halogen-Free

Flame Retardant
Packaging
Materials

Major Environmentally Conscious Products in Fiscal 2004
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*1 Sony began collecting data related to the use of fuel by business vehicles in fiscal 2002. Accordingly, this is the base year for CO2 emissions from business vehicles.

Environmental Impact of Logistics
In fiscal 2004, CO2 emissions arising from the transportation
activities of the Sony Group’s logistics subsidiary Sony Supply
Chain Solutions, Inc. (SSCS), such as procurement of parts,
domestic shipment and international logistics, amounted to
680,000 tons. This is the total of indirect emissions generated by
transport companies subcontracted by SSCS. As the consignor,
SSCS is working to reduce these emissions by, among others,
optimizing transport methods and loading efficiency. Sony is also
taking steps to increase the accuracy of emissions calculation
estimates, which are currently based on the weight of freight and
distance traveled.

CO2 emissions from business vehicles owned by Sony around
the world totaled 29,000 tons in fiscal 2004, a decrease of approxi-
mately 5,000 tons from fiscal 2002, or 11% in terms of unit
sales*1.

Promoting Modal Shift in Japan
With the aim of reducing the environmental impact of transport,
SSCS is shifting the mode of transport for long distance transpor-
tation, originating mainly from the Kanto and Chubu regions of
Japan, from trucks to rail and sea, which emit less CO2 than
trucks. SSCS is also continuing to promote co-transportation by
sharing rail containers with other companies. For example, SSCS

Reduction of Environmental Impact in Logistics

Sony is working to reduce the environmental impact arising from the transportation of parts and products
by realizing a modal shift and taking steps to improve transportation efficiency.

transports televisions, DVD recorders, personal computers, tapes
and batteries from Tokyo to Osaka, and the other company then
uses the same container to transport its products by rail from
Osaka to Tokyo. This eliminates the transport of empty contain-
ers, enabling participating companies to reduce environmental
impact and transportation costs.

In fiscal 2004, Sony shifted the mode of transport for approxi-
mately 15,600 tons of finished products, reducing CO2 emissions
by approximately 2,200 tons from the estimated total had this
volume been transported by truck.

Improving the Efficiency of International Logistics
SSCS, which is responsible for Sony’s international logistics, is
taking decisive steps to lower transportation costs and reduce
CO2 emissions from the transportation of products overseas.
Efforts focus on improving packaging and transport procedures
with the aim of optimizing product weight, including packaging,
and transport volume to match the size of pallets and containers.

During fiscal 2004, divisions in charge of logistics, product design
and manufacturing cooperated to improve packaging materials
and transportation processes for plasma display televisions.

Instead of packaging fully assembled plasma televisions indi-
vidually for transport, they are separated into three categories—
stands, displays and accessories. Each is packaged collectively
in transport pallets in an optimal number to the local site, where
they are assembled. This effort, which focused on Sony’s heaviest
burden in the international logistics process in terms of transpor-
tation costs and CO2 emissions, led to a significant improvement
in the efficiency of air transport between Japan and the United
States. As a result, Sony estimates CO2 emissions reductions of
approximately 20,000 tons through this scheme.

The next step in this effort is expected to be the introduction
of reusable packaging materials for bulk shipping of packaged
plasma television components, instead of the currently used
one-way materials, a move that will greatly reduce waste.

Plasma television displays packaged
together for transport
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Live Music Music Program

*1 “Harmony with the Earth” is a phrase coined by MUSIC ON! TV in April 2003, when the company achieved Green Power certification.
*2 Subsidiary of Sony Culture Entertainment, Inc.

For detailed information on Japan Natural Energy Company, Limited: http://www.natural-e.co.jp/english/index.html
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URL

Environmental Activities Promoted Together with Artists

The Sony Group provides music, movies and other forms of entertainment that bring fun, excitement
and moving experiences to people. In the entertainment field, Sony collaborates with artists and
producers to promote various environmental conservation activities. Through entertainment products
and performances, the Sony Group and the artists seek to highlight their environmental concerns and
send their message through enjoyable means.

Harmony with the Earth*1

Entertainment and the Environment

Concerts by Green Power Broadcasts by Green Power
Hall Network Inc.*2 operates all of its Zepp concert halls
in six locations in Japan powered by Green Power. In
March 2005, Japan’s Ministry of the Environment held
Re-Style LIVE Vol. 2, a music concert promoting environ-
mentally conscious lifestyles at Zepp Tokyo. In addition to
enjoying the artists’ performances, the audience received
messages about environmental issues.

MUSIC ON! TV Inc.*2, which broadcasts the MUSIC ON! TV music
television channel, was the first Japanese broadcasting company
to provide all its programs using Green Power. As well as pro-
viding entertainment, the channel encourages viewers to think
about the environment. An example of this is Planelien: Kotowaza
de Orinasu Kankyo no Ohanashi (“Planelien: Stories about
Nature’s Proverbs”), a cartoon shown between music programs.

Posters at concert hall
entrances and backstage
inform the artists and audi-
ence that Zepp venues are
operated by Green Power.
Sony believes that the
environmental conserva-
tion message placed in a
Green Power live hall will
spread to the audience
through the live perfor-
mances of artists sharing
the same concerns.

Concert halls are 100% operated
by Green Power

MUSIC ON! TV was the first
Japanese broadcaster to provide
all its programs using Green Power

Green Power Mark
The Green Power mark indicates the use of renewable energy
sources and signifies certification under the Green Power Certi-
fication System by Japan Natural Energy Company, Limited.
Please refer to pages 64 and 65 of this report for more
information about the Green Power Certification System.
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CD Production

Publications

Sony Corporation  59

Publications Focusing on Everyday Life Ecology

Developing Environmentally Conscious CD
Production Processes

In fiscal 2003, Sony Magazines Inc. began bimonthly publication of Lingkaran, a
magazine that mainly covers topics related to organics, music and ecology. The
magazine offers readers a hands-on experience of environmental conservation.
Sony Magazines also produces other environment-related publications, such as
Kids’ Eco, a book for children that contains easy-to-understand explanations of
environmental issues. Yamada Hisashi no Nihon Judan (Mr. Yamada’s trip around
Japan): Eco Unlimited uses the theme of food to underline the importance of pro-
tecting the environment. The book is the first commercial publication in Japan to
be made completely from paper made from trees felled using sustainable forest
thinning methods. Sony Magazines publishes these and other publications in the
hope that they will provide an entertaining look at ecological issues and how they
relate to everyday lives.

In September 2004, Sony Music Communications Inc. (SMC) began using Green Power to operate
its recording studios in Nogizaka, Tokyo. In November 2004, Billy Joel became the first artist to issue
a CD with the Green Power mark, and other artists are following him to introduce Green Power-
marked CDs to the market.

Also, in November 2004, SMC became one of the first in the industry to attain Chain of Custody
(CoC) accreditation*1 as part of its drive to use Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)-certified paper*2 for
its CD jackets and lyric inserts. SMC strives to promote the sustainable use of resources by, for
example, utilizing paper from trees felled by sustainable forest thinning. SMC also makes determined
efforts to ensure ink, printing, binding and other processes are environmentally conscious.

In 2004, SMC developed Pulp Injection Mold (PIM) optical disc cases made from a compound
using paper pulp and starch. Having launched the world’s first music album with a PIM case in June
2005, Sony plans to sell several other artists’ CDs in these cases.
   Through the CD production described above, Sony aims to convey the message that it would like
its customers to enjoy music at a minimal environmental cost.

“Rather than feeling over-
whelmed by the complexity
of ecological and environ-
mental issues, we need to
take practical steps that will
help conserve the environ-
ment—like reducing kitchen
wastewater. I believe you
begin by taking good care
of your own daily life.
Lingkaran has plenty of
articles that give great
advice on how to improve
ourselves and the environ-
ment. It does a lot of good,
and it’s also fun reading.”

Message from
Japanese Celebrity
Marina Watanabe:

Bimonthly magazine Lingkaran

Japanese musicians
Hanaregumi and
Chara share the
concept of Lingkaran

Readers participate in a
Lingkaran tree-planting
project in Indonesia

CDs recorded at a Green
Power-certified recording
studio. Jackets and lyric
inserts are made from
recycled paper

Sony’s PIM optical disc
cases, made from com-
pounds using paper pulp
and starch

CD production at Sony’s
recording studios in
Nogizaka, Tokyo, powered
by Green Power

*1 The CoC certificate signifies proper management in the processing of timber from certified forests.
*2 FSC accreditation shows that a company’s products use pulp from trees of forests that have been appropriately

managed.
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Television Recycling in Japan
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Resources Recycled from Televisions
(Fiscal 2004)

Iron: 1,114 tons

Copper: 624 tons

Aluminum: 11 tons

Non-ferrous and ferrous 
  compounds: 108 tons

CRT glass: 9,383 tons

Other valuable materials: 1,922 tons

Product Recycling

With the aim of effectively using limited resources and respecting the principle of extended producer
responsibility*1, Sony is tasked with the collection and recycling of end-of-life products. Sony is commit-
ted to developing new recycling systems tailored to the requirements of different regions and countries.

Recycling Activities in Japan
Sony recycles televisions and personal computers in line with per-
tinent recycling-related laws in Japan. Sony also bears the cost of
recycling nickel cadmium (NiCad) batteries, lithium batteries and
other small batteries, as well as packaging materials, as required
by law.

Sony’s recycling activities in Japan extend to the recycling of
waste polystyrene foam generated by Group companies using
limonene, a substance derived from orange peel. In fiscal 2004,
approximately 100 tons of waste polystyrene foam was collected
and recycled into new foam.

Television Recycling
Japan’s Home Appliance Recycling Law, which came into effect
in April 2001, covers four major types of home appliances: televi-
sions, refrigerators, washing machines and air conditioners. Of
these, the only product that Sony manufactures is televisions
(defined as CRT televisions and including those bearing the Aiwa
brand). The law requests that (i ) consumers pay a recycling fee
when disposing of home appliances, (ii) retailers take back dis-
carded appliances and pass them on to manufacturers, and (iii)
manufacturers recycle discarded appliances thus retrieved. Sony
has established a nationwide cooperative recycling network with
five other manufacturers. As a consequence, Sony-manufactured
televisions are now recycled at 15 recycling plants across Japan.
Sony is the principal shareholder in one of the 15 plants: Green
Cycle Corp., in Aichi Prefecture. In fiscal 2004, approximately
570,000 Sony-manufactured televisions were recycled.

The Home Appliance Recycling Law requires the recycling of
at least 55% of televisions. Sony has consistently achieved this
requirement since fiscal 2001. In fiscal 2004, the recycling rate for
Sony-manufactured televisions was 86%.

The Recycling Research Center—established by Sony in
October 1997—and Green Cycle cooperate to conduct research
on the state of recycling in Japan. Feedback from such research
helps television designers and engineers create new products
that are easier to recycle.

* “Units received” is inventory of units to be recycled as of March 31, 2005.

Television Recycling in Japan*
(Fiscal 2004)

Units received at collection centers 577,390

Units recycled 575,763

Total weight of products processed 15,221 tons

Total weight of recycled products/materials 13,161 tons

Recycling rate 86%

*1 The principle of extended producer responsibility refers to the belief that producers have a responsibility, both financially and physically, for the disposal or recy-
cling of the products they sell.
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*1 A program that involves consumers and manufacturers in the collection and recycling of end-of-life consumer electronics products

Sony’s recycling activities: http://www.sony.net/csr
URL

Recycling of Personal Computers
In October 2003, Sony began recycling personal computers dis-
carded by private citizens, in line with the Law for the Promotion
of Effective Utilization of Resources, in addition to its well-
established recycling program for units discarded by corporate
users. Products collected include desktop and notebook personal
computers, and both CRT and LC monitors. These products are
recycled by Green Cycle.

Unlike the Home Appliance Recycling Law, under the Law for
the Promotion of Effective Utilization of Resources, individuals
apply directly to the manufacturer to recycle their personal com-
puter, and may choose either to drop it off at a post office that
has been designated as a collection site, or ask the post office
to collect the computer from their home. For computers bearing
the PC Recycling Mark, indicating that a recycling fee has been
included in the purchase price, no additional fee is required. For
computers without the mark, the disposing individual bears the
recycling fee.

In fiscal 2004, approximately 14,000 Sony-manufactured per-
sonal computers were collected, generating approximately 132
tons of metals, plastics, glass and other materials. LCD panels
used in notebook personal computers and LCD displays were
made available for reuse.

Recycling Activities in North America
Sony Electronics Inc. (SEL) promotes the recycling of end-of-life
consumer electronics from households throughout the United
States. Under the Shared Responsibility Program (SRP)*1, which
reduces the burden of consumers and local governments in the
recycling of consumer electronics products and promotes recy-
cling, SEL bears the costs of recycling Sony products that were
collected through recycling events and collection stations. In fiscal
2004, recycling events were held 450 times in 15 states across
the United States, including events co-sponsored by local gov-
ernments and retailers. Waste consumer electronics collected
amounted to 3,617 tons, of which 73 tons were Sony products.

SEL established an on-site recycle center within Sony Technical
Center–San Diego (STC-SD) to support implementation of
California’s legislation established in 2004, pertaining to the
recycling of waste consumer electronics. The recycle center sup-
ports the promotion of recycling activities in local communities. It
also aims to provide feedback from the recycling to improve the
product designs.

Sony Magnetic Products Inc. of America, in Dothan, Alabama,
recycles lithium ion batteries, and another recycling center at the
Sony Technology Center–Pittsburgh (STC-P), Pennsylvania cleans
CRT glass from STC-SD and STC-P as well as post-consumer
products for reuse at Sony’s U.S. video glass plant, American
Video Glass Company.

As a board member of the non-profit organization Recharge-
able Battery Recycling Corporation (RBRC), SEL contributed to
the launch of the Call2Recycle program, a mobile phone collec-
tion and recycling program to further promote the recycling of
rechargeable batteries. Under this program, since March 2004
RBRC opened mobile phone collection points across the United
States, primarily in large retail stores. In fiscal 2004, SEL collected
more than 2,000 tons of rechargeable batteries in the United
States and Canada.

Sony of Canada Ltd. (Sony Canada) is an active participant in
Electronics Product Stewardship of Canada (EPSC), a non-profit
organization of electronics manufacturers that is proactively work-
ing with provincial governments that are introducing recycling pro-
grams for waste electronics, and developing a qualification program
for recycling companies that will set the standard for electronics
recycling in Canada. Both Alberta and Ontario have enacted elec-
tronics recycling regulations. EPSC assisted the province of Alberta
in developing a program for recycling such electronic products as
televisions and personal computers, and EPSC is currently work-
ing with the government to introduce a program in Ontario. Sony
Canada was also a sponsor of the Calgary E-Waste Roundup, a
one-day event that collected more than 310 tons of televisions,
personal computers and other waste electronics.

Used PC

PC Recycling Flowchart
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ERP: http://www.erp-recycling.org/URL

Recycling Activities in Europe
In Europe, Sony is establishing systems for the collection and
recycling of disposed electrical and electronic products to foster
competition and fulfill its responsibilities as a producer.

In the European Union, the Directive on Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (WEEE), effective from August 2005,
requires manufacturers of electrical and electronic products
throughout Europe to organize and finance the collection, from
public sites, and the recycling of end-of-life products. Some EU
countries are still in the process of transposing the WEEE Direc-
tive into national legislation or have done so only very recently,
causing the obligation to enter into force later than August 2005.
For example, manufacturers will be required to take back and
recycle waste electrical and electronic equipment from March 23,
2006, in Germany.

To comply with the WEEE Directive, Braun GmbH of Germany,
Electrolux AB of Sweden, Hewlett Packard Co. of the United
States and Sony established the European Recycling Platform
(ERP) in December 2002, which is creating a pan-European col-
lecting and recycling scheme that is most efficient for consumers,
the environment and industry. As part of this, in November 2004,
ERP established ERP SAS in France, a legal entity with the four
companies as shareholders. Also, to build a system for the han-
dling of collection and recycling activities in Europe, in December
2004 ERP SAS formed agreements with two independent com-
panies as general contractors: Germany’s CCR and France’s
Geodis. CCR will cover Germany, Poland, Austria and Italy, and
Geodis will cover France, Spain, Portugal, the United Kingdom
and Ireland. Under the oversight of ERP SAS, the two companies
are establishing a collection and recycling scheme in cooperation
with local recycling and logistics companies to conform to each
country’s national legislation and regulations.

For the EU countries other than the nine above for which the
WEEE Directive will require the collection and recycling of electrical

and electronic products, preserving the competitive environment
among recycling companies will be the most important objective.
A scheme that includes cooperation with recycling and logistics
companies of each country, or with an organization that undertakes
recycling in lieu of manufacturers, is being considered.

The WEEE Directive also requires manufacturers to recycle
electrical and electronic products disposed of by users other than
private households. Since this regulation applies to Sony’s profes-
sional products, such as broadcasting equipment, Sony is estab-
lishing a separate recycling scheme specially designed to meet
the needs of its professional customers.

Some European countries already have legislation requiring
manufacturers to recycle end-of-life home electronics equipment
that predates the WEEE Directive. Sony has contracted with com-
pliance schemes that organize collection and recycling on behalf
of producers in Belgium, Sweden, the Netherlands, Norway and
Switzerland to ensure its products are recycled in a manner that
conforms to the effective laws in each of these countries. In 2004,
Sony spent approximately 6.4 million euros on recycling in Europe.

WEEE Directive
The EU Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
was published on February 13, 2003, and went into effect immedi-
ately. The WEEE Directive makes producers of electrical and elec-
tronic products throughout Europe responsible for financing the
collecting and recycling of waste electrical and electronic products,
effective from August 13, 2005. Due to the delay in transposition of
the Directive into national law by the preparation of regulations in
each country in accordance with the WEEE Directive, the effective
date will be postponed to 2006 in some EU countries.

For products sold prior to August 13, 2005, the financing of the
management of WEEE will be provided by systems to which the
producers must contribute in proportion to their current market

share by type of equipment.
For products sold later than August 13, 2005, either individually

or by joining a collective scheme, each producer is responsible for
financing the operations relating to the waste from its own products.

To fulfill these obligations, producers in many EU countries are
setting up collection and recycling schemes independently or
through alliances with other producers, or joining organizations
that enable them to subcontract recycling.

Sony is joining a collection and recycling scheme for waste
electrical and electronic products in each EU country, particularly
through the ERP, to comply with national legislation resulting from
the WEEE Directive.

Sony’s WEEE Directive Compliance System

Countries covered by ERP (Geodis)
Countries covered by ERP (CCR)
Countries applying existing
compliance schemes
Countries outside of ERP scope and
to apply Sony’s own solution or
national compliance schemes

* Norway and Switzerland are not
covered by the WEEE Directive as
they are not EU member states.
Both countries, however, have
recycling legislation obliging
manufacturers to finance recycling
activities in their country.
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Sony is making extensive efforts to reduce its emissions of greenhouse gases, which are said to be the
main cause of global warming. At all of Sony’s sites, energy is used efficiently, energy conservation is
promoted, and renewable forms of energy that do not emit greenhouse gases are being introduced.
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Global Warming Prevention Measures at Sites

CO2 Emissions Arising from Energy Consumption
Sony has a target of reducing energy consumption calculated in
terms of CO2 emissions at its sites by at least 15% per sales unit
compared with fiscal 2001 by fiscal 2005, and is making various
efforts to reduce energy consumption. In fiscal 2004, energy
consumption at Sony sites worldwide, calculated in terms of CO2

emissions, totaled approximately 1.87 million tons*1, a decrease
of approximately 10,000 tons from fiscal 2003. In terms of per
sales unit, the CO2 emissions increased 2.5% from fiscal 2000.
Despite continued efforts to reduce energy consumption at each
site by the introduction of energy-saving equipment, use of
renewable energies, and changing to fuels that have lower CO2

emissions, the total amount of energy consumption was almost
the same level, due mainly to the expansion of production in
China. In Japan, total CO2 emissions amounted to approximately
950,000 tons*2, a 2.6% decrease compared with fiscal 2003,
as a result of an energy reduction project undertaken by semi-
conductor plants and the termination of CRT production.

Promotion of Efficient Energy Use
In an effort to minimize energy consumption at sites, Sony actively
promotes high-efficiency heating and cooling systems*3 at its

sites to cut energy consumption of its air-conditioning systems.
The systems have been in use by Sony Semiconductor Kyushu
Corporation Kumamoto Technology Center since fiscal 2002, and
Sony Corporation Sendai Technology Center since fiscal 2003.

From fiscal 2003 to fiscal 2004, Sony Semiconductor Kyushu
Corporation Kokubu Technology Center launched a project
designed to reduce energy consumption. This project encom-
passed a number of efforts aimed at reducing consumption of
power, including the installation of a high-efficiency heating and
cooling system, a unified cooling tower, integration of two chilled
water supply lines, reconfiguration of piping for transporting
cooled water, and effective use of natural cooling and heating.
To ensure the consistent efficient operation of these facilities, the
Center introduced a real-time monitoring and management sys-
tem. These efforts contributed to a 24,000-ton decrease in green-
house gas emissions measured in terms of CO2 in fiscal 2004,
surpassing the project’s initial objective of a 17,000-ton annual
decrease. This is equivalent to approximately 17% of emissions
from energy use at the Kokubu Technology Center before the
measures were taken.

Efforts to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions
In the cleaning and etching processes of manufacturing semicon-
ductors and LCD panels, Sony uses perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and
other greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming. Sony
is currently striving to lower emissions of PFCs and other green-
house gases in line with its goal of achieving a 30% reduction of
emissions, calculated in terms of CO2, compared with fiscal 2000
by fiscal 2005. In fiscal 2004, Sony’s greenhouse gas emissions*4,
calculated in terms of CO2, totaled approximately 234,000 tons,
an increase of approximately 40,000 tons from the previous fiscal
year but a decrease of 23% from fiscal 2000. With production of
semiconductors and LCD panels predicted to increase at Sony’s
sites, Sony expects its use of PFCs to expand, but will step up
efforts to reduce emissions by installing and promoting the use of
gas removal systems*5 and seeking alternative gases that are less
likely to cause global warming.

*1 When considering the influence of changes in the CO2 conversion rate in the energy purchased in Japan, the amount of CO2 emitted by the use of energy for fiscal
2004 was approximately 1.98 million tons.

*2 When considering the influence of changes in the CO2 conversion rate in energy purchased in Japan, the amount of CO2 emitted by the use of energy in Japan in
fiscal 2004 was approximately 1.06 million tons.

*3 A heating and cooling system developed jointly by Sony Corporation and Takasago Thermal Engineering Co., Ltd., which is effective for the air conditioning required
for quality control at manufacturing sites. Its major components are integrated cooling towers, high-efficiency refrigeration units, a heat exchanger and a high-
efficiency boiler. It centrally controls all components related to air conditioning, continuously monitors and adjusts its systems to maintain optimum operation, and
in the winter switches to a cooling method that uses outside air.

*4 Excludes CO2 emissions from the consumption of energy
*5 Equipment that uses combustion, heat decomposition and plasma to decompose greenhouse gases
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*1 Energy obtained from sources that are essentially inexhaustible. Examples include solar power, wind power and energy from biomass products.
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*Purchases of the Green Power Certification System ended in September
2004 with the sale of Sony Tower.

Use of Renewable Energy
Sony is introducing renewable energy*1 as a part of its efforts to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In fiscal 2004, the use of the
Green Power Certification System and the ongoing introduction
of solar generation systems helped reduce CO2 emissions 6,469
tons. The Green Power Certification System is a way of promot-
ing the use of electric power produced by renewable energy
sources. Even if the user is located far from a power plant, acqui-
sition of the Green Power Certificate signifies recognition that
the user is purchasing electric power generated using renewable
energy.

In fiscal 2004, Sony Music Communications Inc. (SMC), in
Japan, introduced renewable energy at the recording studios it

Kyoto Protocol
The Kyoto Protocol is an amendment to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) that
was negotiated at the 3rd Conference of Parties (COP3) in
Kyoto, Japan, in December 1997 and came into force on
February 16, 2005. The protocol sets targets for reducing
emissions of greenhouse gases such as CO2 and methane
between 2008 and 2012. Japan is obliged to reduce its emis-
sions by 6%. Targets for the United States and the European
Union have been set at 7% and 8%, respectively. The United

operates. Sony Magazines Inc. purchased the Green Power Certi-
fication System for the production of Sony’s Lingkaran magazine.
Additionally, a solar power generation system introduced by the
CS Front Center EAST of Sony EMCS Corporation in November
2003 produced 220,000 kilowatt hours, reducing energy con-
sumption during the period, calculated in terms of CO2 emissions,
by an estimated 84 tons.

States, however, has not ratified the Protocol. The Kyoto
Protocol also allows measures such as emissions trading.

Sony recognizes that the reduction of greenhouse gas emis-
sions is a crucial issue. Sony has set voluntary global targets
that also encompass its operations in countries with no obliga-
tions under the Kyoto Protocol, and is currently implementing
a variety of measures aimed at meeting these greenhouse gas
reduction targets.

Use of Renewable Energy

Year of
IntroductionSites/Companies

Contribution to
reduction of CO2

emissions in
fiscal 2004

Green Power (Green Power Certification, etc.)

Sony Corporation

Sony Enterprise Co., Ltd., Sony Tower*

Sony Corporation Sendai Technology Center

Hall Network Inc. (Zepp)

MUSIC ON! TV Inc.

Sony Logistics Europe B.V.

Sony EMCS Corporation, East Japan CS Front Center

Sony Chemicals Europe B.V.

Sony Magazines Inc. (Lingkaran)

Sony Music Communications Inc.

Solar Power Generation

Sony Chemicals Corporation, Kanuma Plant

Sony EMCS Corporation, CS Front Center EAST

Total

September 2001

September 2001

January 2003

January 2003

April 2003

January 2003

April 2004

April 2004

July 2004

September 2004

February 2000

November 2003

1,020

420

380

910

270

2,930

80

185

50

110

30

84

6,469

(Unit: Tons of CO2)
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Message from Stakeholder
Initiative to Prevent Global Warming:
Let’s Start the “On-Down” Plan!

Yurika Ayukawa
Senior Climate Change Officer,
World Wildlife Fund for Nature Japan (WWF Japan)

Kyoto Protocol Comes into Force

The Kyoto Protocol came into force on February 16, 2005. However,

it is only a first step toward halting global warming. With greenhouse

gas emissions not expected to peak until 2020, we need to take a

longer-term view to slashing these emissions worldwide—one that

extends until about 2050.

Industry is the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in

Japan, accounting for around 40% of the total. Manufacturing plants

are the main generators of these gases. If office buildings, logistics,

industrial processes and electric power stations are included, about

80% of Japan’s emissions come from corporate activities and the

public sector.

However, the Kyoto Protocol Target Achievement Plan that the

Japanese Cabinet decided at the end of April 2005 contains no

economic measures to drive down the emissions of large polluters

using market mechanisms. Households represent the remaining 20%

of emissions, and the plan also lacks incentives for individuals to cut

their emissions. Under such circumstances, it seems difficult to

achieve the Kyoto Protocol target itself, and it is hard to see how

large reductions will follow.

What We Can Do to Prevent Global Warming:

The “On-Down” Plan

The On-Down Plan emerged as an initiative to encourage citizens

to propose actions that the government, corporations and non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) can take so we will be able

to meet the targets. (“On” is part of the Japanese word for warmth.)

The Plan’s steering committee comprises the Ministry of the

Environment, WWF Japan and others. The Plan works closely with

corporations and NGOs to deepen understanding of the problem of

global warming, to propose what actions can be taken in people’s

daily lives, and to encourage as many as people as possible to

participate. By working together, corporations and government

agencies could formulate plans on a scale much larger than those of

NGOs alone. Such plans could involve various stakeholders and

reach out to the wider public.

Kyoto Protocol Commemorative Event at Sony Building

The first and largest initiative of the On-Down Plan was an event that

took place at the Sony Building in Ginza, Tokyo, from February 14,

2005, to mark the Kyoto Protocol’s entry into force. A large banner

with the message “Let’s Start the On-Down Plan!” was hung on the

building wall, and photos of animals threatened with extinction by

global warming were exhibited. WWF Japan staff wearing polar bear

suits handed out pamphlets. Television stations and newspapers

covered the event widely.

Further Implementation of Green Power

Among the various initiatives promoted by corporations and NGOs

as part of the On-Down Plan, the Green Power Certification System is

one that WWF Japan is focusing on to encourage the spread of

“green” power.

Sony led the development of the Green Power Certification System

and contributed much to the establishment of Japan Natural Energy

Company Limited, which provides green power generation services.

The Green Power Certification Council, of which WWF Japan is a

member, was established to issue the certificates. Certification initially

covered wind power, but its scope was widened to include solar

power, biomass and small hydroelectric facilities.

Many other players are starting to take part in the green power

certificate market, which is expanding beyond Japan Natural Energy.

Natural energy will account for a greater proportion of electric supply

from electric power companies once the market for green power

expands and demand for green power increases. WWF Japan

is working toward such a fuel switch, and is looking forward to

collaborating with Sony in that endeavor.

Kyoto Protocol Event at
Sony Building, Tokyo
(Photo: World Wildlife Fund)
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Resource Conservation at Sites

Sony sites pursue various ways to use resources efficiently while also reducing waste generation. The
goal is to utilize a range of recycling methods to achieve zero landfill waste.

Waste from Sites
In line with its waste reduction targets for fiscal 2005, which are
to reduce waste from sites by 30% per sales unit from the level
of fiscal 2000 and achieve a waste reuse/recycle rate of at least
95%, Sony has implemented a variety of related measures.

In fiscal 2004, waste from Sony sites totaled approximately
215,000 tons, a decrease of approximately 9,000 tons from the
previous fiscal year. This represents a decrease per sales unit of
22% from fiscal 2000. Sony’s global reuse/recycle rate for fiscal
2004 was 88%. In Japan, Sony already achieved its target reuse/
recycle rate in fiscal 2001 with a rate of 96%, which it increased
to 98% in fiscal 2004. Overseas, however, Sony recognizes there
is need for improvement.

Halving Waste at Battery Production Sites
In fiscal 2004, the Koriyama Plant of battery production subsidiary
Sony Energy Devices Corporation succeeded in reducing waste
generated*1 by 50% year-on-year. This achievement was due to a

variety of efforts, including those aimed at lowering defect rates,
using materials more effectively and shifting to internal production
of parts, and reducing wastewater and sludge. Particularly impor-
tant in reducing waste was the introduction of emission gas treat-
ment facilities. Prior to this, the plant recovered organic solvent
gas generated during the production of battery electrodes using
carbon absorption, recycling approximately 240 tons annually.
By introducing a concentrator and catalytic decomposition
equipment*2, the plant succeeded in reducing this waste to zero.

The plant has for years reduced sludge from water treatment
facilities into cement materials. By introducing a sludge return
system, changing the processing chemicals and condensation
agents and rethinking processing methods, the plant succeeded
in reducing the amount of desiccated sludge generated annually
to 16 tons, from 80 tons.

Reusing IC Hard Trays and Reels
Semiconductor IC makers package the devices in hard trays and
plastic reels and ship them to Sony EMCS Corporation sites to
manufacture our products. After mounting the semiconductors,
sites separate and collect the empty trays and reels and the sites
return them to the makers, which recycle more than 90% of them
in Japan.

Semiconductor suppliers overseas, however, have to date
refused to accept used reels from Sony sites, because shipping
and other logistics costs have made it cheaper for those compa-
nies to locally procure new ones. To encourage the reuse of IC
trays and reels abroad, Sony Device Technology (Thailand) Co.,
Ltd., and the Japanese sites of Sony EMCS Corporation joined
hands to promote reuse overseas from April 2004 by lowering the
costs of international logistics, cleaning and quality inspections.
This initiative resulted in reuse rates of 80% for IC hard trays and
40% for plastic reels, a total of 360 metric tons annually.

Sony’s Chinese sites have started reuse programs, and Sony
is also working to reuse other items, such as semiconductor
packaging materials for charge-coupled devices (CCDs).
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Shipment of IC components

Reel cleaning and 
quality control

Trays and reels transported 
together to increase efficiency

Separation and collection
of used reels

Sony Device Technology 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Sony EMCS Corporation (Japan)

*1 Replenishing groundwater by soaking forested and cultivated land with rainwater and surface water
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Water Used by Sites
Sony has set a target for reducing the volume of water used by
Sony sites (purchased or drawn from groundwater) by 20% per
sales unit by fiscal 2005, from the level of fiscal 2000, and is
taking steps to ensure it meets this target. In fiscal 2004, Sony
sites used approximately 23.24 million cubic meters of water, an
increase of approximately 250,000 cubic meters from the previ-
ous fiscal year. Water consumption per sales unit decreased 17%
from fiscal 2000. Notwithstanding steady decreases in the past
four years through review of production processes and promotion
of water recycling, water used by sites in China and semiconduc-
tor/LCD plants in Japan rose during fiscal 2004 because produc-
tion increased.

Recycling Water
Shanghai Suoguang Visual Products Co., Ltd. (SSV), installed
water recycling facilities.

SSV uses a lot of water to clean the CRT display panels it
manufactures. Traditionally, the company treated the water before
releasing it into the river. After assessing ways to reduce water
use, however, SSV decided to install the same recycling facility
that Sony Display Device (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. deployed at its
display plant. SSV started operations with the new facility at the
end of June 2004.

After cleaning CRT displays, the water passes through the
facility’s super filter to remove organic substances and
microwaste. A reverse osmosis returns the pure water to the
cleaning area. The facility saves the company roughly 200,000
metric tons of water annually.

Groundwater Cultivation Project
Since fiscal 2003, the Kumamoto Technology Center (Kumamoto
Tec) of Sony Semiconductor Kyushu Corporation has been work-
ing with local residents, an environmental NGO, agricultural
organizations and agricultural cooperatives to replenish the water
table*1 with water that Kumamoto Tec has used. In fiscal 2004,
Kumamoto Tec replenished about 1.3 million metric tons of
groundwater, more than Kumomoto Tec’s annual use of ground-
water. Kumamoto Tec bought rice harvested in some of the
paddy fields and provided it in its employee cafeteria.

Reuse/Recycle Scheme for IC Hard Trays and Reels
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Class Measures

1 (Prohibited) Use immediately prohibited

2 (Phased out) Phase out by March 31, 2006

3 (Reduced) Reduction in release and transfer

4 (Controlled) Control of use, release and transfer

5 (Controlled Non-Class 1–4 substances regulated by national and regional
regionally) laws and substances controlled by internal site rules

*1 See page 54 for details.
*2 See page 52 for details.
*3 For a list of chemicals subject to management, see page 72.

Volume of Class 1, 2 and 3 Chemicals Used

Shipped as products:  7,127 tons

Properly treated: 6,952 tons

Recycled: 5,836 tons

Released/transferred: 1,602 tons

(Fiscal 2004)
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Classification of Controlled Chemical Substances Used at Sites*3

Chemical Substance Management at Sites

Recognizing the potential long-term impact of chemical substances, Sony is striving to achieve
unequivocal, sustained reductions in the use and emissions of certain chemical substances that may be
hazardous to the environment as well as people. Sony is also continually looking for substances to use
as alternatives.

Management of Chemical Substances Used at Sites
The Sony Group has developed a group-wide common manage-
ment approach targeted at chemicals used at sites where (1) the
use of these chemicals is controlled by legislation, (2) the chemi-
cals are designated as having a potentially harmful impact on the
environment, or (3) the chemicals are used in large quantities.
These chemicals are classified into five classes. In accordance
with Japan’s Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR),
Sony records and manages the amounts of these chemicals
consumed, transferred or released into the air, water and soil. In
countries where no legal reporting system exists, Sony sites apply
internal standards for the management of these chemicals to
reduce emissions thereof into the environment.

In fiscal 2004, Sony used 541 kilograms of mercury, a Class 1
substance used in silver oxide batteries for which no viable alter-
native currently exists. During the period, Sony commercialized
the world’s first mercury-free silver oxide button battery*1, an
achievement that is expected to significantly reduce its use of
mercury going forward. Sony used a combined total of 91 tons of
Class 2 substances, including lead solder and methyl cellosolve.
As of March 31, 2005, however, Sony has eliminated lead solder,
except in limited applications where no viable alternative currently
exists*2. Regarding Class 3 substances, Sony has set a target
of reducing releases and transfers by 50% per sales unit of fiscal
2000, by fiscal 2005. In fiscal 2004, Sony released or transferred
1,600 tons of Class 3 substances, 34% less than in fiscal 2000.
This total primarily comprised volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
Class 5 is a classification created by Sony in fiscal 2003, for other
substances that are regulated by national and regional laws and
controlled by individual sites.
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Configuration of Wastewater Treatment Tank at Sony Chemicals

Concrete treatment tank

Sewage 
treatment

Fiber-reinforced plastic 
lining (three layers) 

Fiber-reinforced plastic lining (three layers)

Electroconductive mat 

Top coat (finish)

Environmental Risk Management at Sony Sites
To carry out effective risk management regarding chemical sub-
stance processes and emergency responses, the Sony Group
enacted Sony Group Standards for Site Environmental Risk
Management, which set forth specific accident prevention policies
and emergency response procedures.

Sony Chemicals Corporation Neagari Plant, Japan, took steps
to prevent chemical discharges into the ground. They maintain
systems that suitably match the risk levels for the chemicals they
use, including double-floor wastewater treatment tanks, regular
inspections and measurement wells. Within the two floors are
glass-fiber layers that are resistant to chemical liquids and which
sandwich an electroconductive mat. This advanced system can
swiftly inform of leaks within a tank and pinpoint the location of
any leak.

In addition to these preventive measures for accidents, the
Sony Group Soil and Ground Water Environmental Inspection
Procedure, which defines detailed inspection methods and stan-
dards to detect soil and groundwater contamination, was issued
in November 2004 in Japan. Based on the document, studies of
records of chemical substances and accidents at applicable sites
are being conducted.

Before the construction of new buildings, soil assessment is
also conducted. During the construction of a new building at
Shibaura, Tokyo, arsenic and lead considered to have originated
naturally were detected. Although these substances were not
caused by Sony’s business activities and therefore it was not
mandated by regulations, Sony decided to clean the soil by itself.
In performing the cleaning, Sony chose methods with a low
environmental impact, including recycling cleaning water.

Meeting to exchange views at Sony EMCS Ichinomiya TEC

Risk Communication
Ichinomiya TEC and Minokamo TEC of Sony EMCS Corporation
and the Shizuoka plant of Sony Music Manufacturing Inc. held a
risk communication event about chemical substances with local
residents and authorities. The goal was to increase mutual under-
standing and trust between Sony and local parties about the
usage of chemical substances at these facilities. Many local
residents had negative images about chemical substances, but
through the exchange of opinions, seemed to gain some relief
and begin to feel safer as a result of receiving easy-to-understand
information and explanations. This was one of Sony’s first such
initiatives, and Sony plans to undertake similar efforts alongside
local cleanup and volunteer programs to help improve local
environments.
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Site Date Incident Reported Substance(s) Detected Cause Response

April 2005
Sony Corporation Yokohama (Result of assessment conducted
Research Center (Japan) in line with Japan’s Soil Contami-

nation Countermeasures Law)

September 2004
(Result of assessment conducted

Sony Corporation Haneda
in line with Japan’s Soil Contami-

Technology Center (Japan)
nation Countermeasures Law
and Tokyo bylaws)

Sony EMCS Corporation June 2001
Inazawa TEC (Japan) (Result of voluntary assessment)

Sony Magnetic Products Inc.
of America Dothan Plant

1990

(United States)
(Result of voluntary assessment)

A decontamination plan will be
formulated and measures outlined
therein implemented

Pumping of groundwater will begin in
July 2005

• Drainage pipes equipped with sensors
to detect leaks installed

• Decontamination and monitoring
continue

Degree of contamination has been
reduced to 3mg/l, from peak level of
58mg/l

• Decontamination completed
• Groundwater pumped, aerated and

then transported to the city of Dothan’s
water decontamination plant

Degree of contamination has been
reduced to a level where monitoring is
no longer required

Leaked from portion
of drainage pipe

Leak in area where
substances had
previously been used

Leak from crack in
drainage pipe

Contamination in
area where
substances had
previously been used
(cause indeterminate)

Environmental Accidents
In September 2004, a heavy oil leak occurred at the Sony France
Dax Technology Center in Pontonx, France.

The accident had complex causes. Essentially, it resulted when
part of a heavy oil pipe fueling a steam boiler became corroded
and part of the system designed to prevent leaks from the oil
separator failed to function. The leakage was not identified imme-
diately because the pipeline was wrapped with insulation and a
leakage detection device was not installed. Some of the oil flowed
through a pipeline into a Pontonx city wastewater treatment facil-
ity, where an official spotted the oil during an inspection. The offi-
cial quickly diverted the affected water to a retention pond before
it could reach the main part of the public wastewater treatment
plant. This move prevented problems arising with the sewage
treatment facilities and therefore did not cause problems for resi-
dents. The city sent an initial report to top management at the site
and its environmental manager. The site’s emergency response
was to shut off the wastewater system within the site and prevent
a further outflow. In keeping with Sony Group’s emergency
response rules, the European regional compliance and environ-
mental departments formed a crisis management team. The team

pursued the causes of the accident and implemented emergency
responses while appropriately informing Sony headquarters and
division companies in charge of the relevant businesses.

As permanent countermeasures, the site renewed the affected
area completely and installed new facilities, including an oil sepa-
rator, an automatic final gate and an oil sensor, and a review of
the procedures was executed.

At similar Sony sites, environmental risk audits were conducted
on the technical installations and procedures. No similar problem
was reported.

Response to Soil and Groundwater Contamination
During fiscal 2004, Sony reported two incidents of soil and
groundwater contamination resulting from its business activities
at two different sites in Japan. Decontamination work at both
sites will start in fiscal 2005. Sony also proceeded with decon-
tamination work at two sites where contamination had previously
been discovered.

Flourine
Lead
Selenium
Arsenic

Flourine
Boron
Lead
Trichloroethylene

Flourine

Organic solvents

Progress of Soil and Groundwater Decontamination Work
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Sony environmental data: http://www.sony.net/ecodataURL

Site Environmental Data

Emissions of Air and Water Pollutants (Tons)
NOx SOx BOD COD

2002 457 156 140 420

2003 351 52 142 337

2004 288 64 135 311

CO2 Emissions from Energy Use at Sites in Japan (t-CO2)
1990 1991 2001 2002 2003 2004

Electricity consumed 429,840 596,848 631,784 714,110 802,864 827,986

Gas consumed 41,874 139,828 130,598 134,177 129,054 92,605

Oil consumed 133,335 190,680 176,099 137,168 148,726 138,267

Total 605,049 927,355 938,480 985,455 1,080,644 1,058,858
* Electricity consumption is calculated based on the t-CO2 conversion factor used in the respective fiscal years.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Sites (t-CO2)
Greenhouse Gas Emissions CO2 Emissions

HFC PFC SF6 NF3 Other Total from Energy Use
Total

2000 7,823 242,580 51,947 2,780 235 305,366 1,878,399 2,183,765

2001 6,553 206,780 43,118 8,669 401 265,522 1,826,854 2,092,375

2002 6,754 150,996 39,351 5,988 932 204,021 1,894,993 2,099,014

2003 4,275 130,464 45,481 7,833 5,035 193,088 1,918,889 2,111,977

2004 5,619 150,298 58,163 15,637 5,272 234,989 1,900,794 2,135,783

* Some of the data in the above table is for the calendar year.

* Effective from the fiscal year ended March 31, 2003, CO2 from energy use includes emissions from vehicle fuel.

* Although NF3 is a less harmful alternative to PFCs, Sony voluntarily lists this substance due to the large quantities it uses.

(Fiscal years)

Five-Year Summary
Unit 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Electricity consumed t-CO2 1,325,478 1,317,742 1,360,856 1,393,452 1,416,315

Gas consumed t-CO2 312,151 275,016 334,793 326,985 305,633

Energy Oil consumed t-CO2 240,770 234,095 165,083 161,859 149,857

Vehicle fuel t-CO2 0 0 34,261 36,594 28,989

    Total t-CO2 1,878,399 1,826,854 1,894,993 1,918,889 1,900,794

Water Water consumed m3 28,624,900 26,346,288 26,389,755 22,982,536 23,235,336

Waste disposed of t 281,450 257,769 223,726 224,166 214,807

Waste Waste reused/recycled t 226,046 212,630 186,528 195,156 189,197

Waste disposed of as landfill t 55,404 45,141 37,198 29,010 25,610

Class 1 substances used t 3.9 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.5

Class 2 substances used t 703 468 203 177 91
Chemical Class 3 substances used t 17,042 19,221 16,292 14,412 15,599substances

Class 4 substances used t 27,490 26,627 43,408 36,013 28,460

    Total t 45,235 46,315 59,904 50,603 44,150

* Electricity consumption is calculated based on the t-CO2 conversion factor used in the countries in which Sony sites are located in fiscal 2000.

* Chemical substances used represents the volume handled less the volume recycled.

* Effective from fiscal 2003, data used for Class 4 chemical substances represents the total of Class 4 and Class 5 substances.

* Effective from fiscal 2003, water used represents the volume of water used less contribution to water conservation (water cultivation).

Environmental data available at Sony’s website:

• Site environmental data by region

• List of ISO-certified sites
• Environmental data for products
• Environmental accounting data
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Purpose and Scope of Verification

We have obtained independent verification since fiscal 2000, to

ensure the credibility of data reported and facilitate the ongoing

improvement of our environmental management.

In fiscal 2004, we asked the BVQI Group to undertake

Reference View from BVQI (Excerpt)*1

BVQI has verified the credibility of environmental data selected by Sony Corporation (Sony), including figures and graphs to the degree
appropriate to be included in the Sony CSR Report 2005 as well as environmental data collection activity at Sony’s headquarters and sites.
BVQI has concluded as follows:
1. Site Environmental Impact Information
• Domestic and overseas environmental data is collected responsibly due to the high level of understanding of persons in charge at each site.
• The site environment impact data collection system sends an automatic notice if a 20% increase or decrease occurs in data compared

with that of the previous month. This system is capable of preventing input errors, but is not effective for the data that does not occur
every month or has a larger variance, such as for waste or chemical substances. Some input errors, such as wrong units, were identified
in this area.

• Due to manual calculation, some input errors occurred. The data was not always corrected when site data was found to be wrong or
changed.

• It appears necessary that Sony creates a new procedure to confirm the consistency between the current input in the system and site
aggregate data and the previous year’s actual data in the yearly data aggregation with the system.

2. Greenhouse Gas Emissions
• With the enforcement of the Kyoto Protocol, to release reliable and transparent data to the public it is preferable to use the aggregation

method for calculating greenhouse gas emissions according to the international common standard.
• Greenhouse gas emissions are appropriately monitored, but it is preferable to take measures to further improve the reliability of data,

such as by evaluating the uncertainty of measurement devices used for site data collection.
3. Product Environment Data
• Product environment data is calculated based on product engineering and sales information. Estimated accuracy has been improved

through the past two years’ aggregation experience. Adding a scheme to eliminate extremely irregular values was particularly effective in
complementing the data. Past progress, however, should be organized and utilized as a system.

*1 For the full text of this document, visit Sony’s website.

independent verification of the reliability of data collection and

reporting processes and the accuracy and completeness of data

on greenhouse gas emission volume. This was the second

consecutive year in which we have sought independent

verification from the BVQI Group.

List of Controlled Substances at Sites
Class 1 Chlorinated solvents and VOCs: 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 1,1,2-trichloroethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, 1,1-dichloroethylene, 1,2-dichloroethylene, methylene chloride, chloroform,

trichlorethylene, tetrachlorethylene, carbon tetrachloride

Ozone-depleting substances: CFCs (non-refrigerant), HFCs (non-refrigerant), methyl bromide

Heavy metal compounds: Cadmium and its compounds, mercury and its compounds

Carcinogenic substances: Asbestos, vinyl chloride monomer, PCBs, benzene

Endocrine disrupters and substances harmful to reproductive functions: Nonyl phenol, octyl phenol

Agrichemicals, pesticides, others: Aldrin, dieldrin, endrin, chlordane, heptachlor, toxaphene, mirex, DDT, polychlorinated naphthalene (with more than three chlorine atoms),

hexachlorobenzene, bis (tributyltin) oxide, certain paraphenylenediamines

Class 2 Heavy metal compounds: Lead solder (phased out as of March 31, 2005)

Ozone-depleting substances: Halon, CFCs (refrigerants for refrigerators/freezers installed up until March 31, 1981)

Endocrine disrupters and substances harmful to reproductive functions: Methyl cellosolve and methyl cellosolve acetate, ethyl cellosolve and ethyl cellosolve acetate

Class 3 Chlorinated solvents and VOCs: Methanol, IPA, MEK, n-hexane, toluene, xylene, ethyl acetate, butyl acetate

Greenhouse gases: PFCs, HFCs, SF6, N2O, CO2 (except emissions from energy use)
Heavy metal compounds: Hexavalent chromium compounds, lead and its compounds (except lead solder), antimony and its compounds, arsenic and its compounds, nickel and

its compounds, zinc and its compounds, manganese and its compounds, cobalt and its compounds

Toxic and dangerous substances: Chlorine, formaldehyde, hydrofluoric acid

Class 4 Chlorinated solvents and VOCs: Acetone, cyclohexanone

Ozone-depleting substances: HCFCs (refrigerant), HFCs (refrigerant) (HCFCs and HFCs may be used in new refrigerators/freezers after March 2011)

Heavy metal compounds: Lead-free solder, hexavalent chromium compounds (use as antirust agent to be phased out by March 31, 2011)

Toxic and dangerous substances: Ammonia, acids and alkalis

Others: Substances used for treating effluent

Class 1: Prohibited; Class 2: To be phased out by March 31, 2006; Class 3: Reduced; Class 4: Controlled
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Independent Verification Report
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Reporting Scope and Period
This report summarizes Sony Group CSR activities worldwide
during fiscal 2004 (the fiscal year beginning on April 1, 2004 and
ended on March 31, 2005). It also includes reporting on some
material activities, such as major organizational changes and
incidents, up to July 1, 2005.

Sony Group and Company Names
In this report, the term “Sony” refers to the Sony Group, while
“Sony Corporation” refers to the parent company. The Sony
Group includes Sony Corporation and all consolidated subsidiar-
ies in which Sony Corporation holds a capital stake of more than
50%. However, some of the captions and other data included are
from joint ventures, such as ST Liquid Crystal Display Corporation
(Japan), Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications Japan, Inc., and
others, in which Sony holds a capital stake of 50%, and other
companies using the Sony trademark.

Environmental Data
Reporting scope for data from sites: Sites certified under ISO
14001 as of March 31, 2004. (See page 46.)
• Data for certain ISO 14001-certified sites overseas has not been
included in totals, while totals do contain data from certain
non-certified sites that provided such data voluntarily.

• Data included is for fiscal 2004. However, data from certain sites
includes estimates.
Reporting scope for product data: Products manufactured and
sold by the Sony Group to non-Group customers. Accessories,
semiconductors and parts are considered products. Data also
includes packaging materials used for products.

Amendment of Data from Previous Years
• Product data for fiscal 2003 has been recalculated.
• Site data forecasts for fiscal 2003 have been recalculated.
• Conversion values used for CO2 emissions were revised. Accord-
ingly, CO2 emissions data for all years since fiscal 2000 has been
recalculated. Conversion values for power, other than where
indicated in a note, are those used by each of the countries
included in fiscal 2000.

About CSR Report 2005

Units of Measurement
In principle, the units of measurement used in this report are
written out in the body of the text, with symbolic notation used in
graphs, charts and diagrams.

Symbols are used to write chemical formulas in the text.
Carbon dioxide is written as CO2.

Unit of weight: tons/t
Unit of volume: cubic meters/m3

Unit of heat: Joules/J
1012: Tera/T

Guidelines Referenced
2002 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, Global Reporting
Initiative
Environmental Reporting Guidelines (Fiscal Year 2003 Version),
Ministry of the Environment (Japan)
Environmental Reporting Guidelines 2001 with Focus on
Stakeholders, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

Information and Data Available at Sony’s Website
• Methods and approach used for aggregating environmental data
• Environmental data for each Sony site
• Product environmental data
• List of ISO 14001-certified sites
• Environmental accounting data
• Site reports (environmental and other reports on individual sites)
• History of Sony’s environmental activities
• Awards received in recognition of environmental activities
• Response to questionnaire included in CSR Report 2004
(published August 2004)

GRI’s website: http://www.globalreporting.org
Sony’s CSR activities: http://www.sony.net/csr/

Sony places a high priority on ensuring accurate disclosure and effective communications with its
stakeholders. Sony published environmental reports in 1994, 1997, 1999 and 2001. In light of the
increasing attention given to companies’ social accountability, in 2002 Sony published its first Social
and Environmental Report. In 2003, Sony widened the scope of information on its corporate social
responsibility described in the report and renamed it the “CSR Report.” Sony’s CSR Report 2005 is the
third using this format.

URL
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Sony Corporation
6-7-35 Kita-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku,

Tokyo 141-0001, Japan

Phone: 81-3-5448-2111

Fax: 81-3-5448-2244

Sony Website
English: http://www.sony.net/

Japanese: http://www.sony.co.jp/

For Inquiries Regarding this Report or Sony’s CSR
Activities
Corporate Social & Environmental Affairs Dept.

Law & Compliance Division

6-7-35 Kita-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku,

Tokyo 141-0001, Japan

Phone: 81-3-5448-3533

Fax: 81-3-5448-7838

Contact us at “Sony-related inquiries” on the website:

http://www.sony.net/SonyInfo/Support/Feedback/

CSR Activities Website
English: http://www.sony.net/csr/

Japanese: http://www.sony.co.jp/csr/

Annual Report
For Sony’s latest Annual Report, please visit the following websites:

English: http://www.sony.net/IR/

Japanese: http://www.sony.co.jp/IR/

Printed on 100% recycled paper.
Printed with volatile organic chemical (VOC)-free,
vegetable oil-based ink using waterless printing, which
generates no hazardous waste fluids.

[For easier reading]
• Text size: 10 point or larger (headlines and introductions)
• Page titles and introductions are identified by the three colors of light brown,

blue and green. By placing blue between the light brown and green, people
with color vision impairment can differentiate them.

Communication Spaces
Sony organizes exhibitions of various kinds, such as exhibitions

at science museums that are designed to stimulate interest in

science, as well as other exhibitions that introduce the history of

Sony and its environmental activities.

Sony Explorer Science (Tokyo and Beijing)
In these science museums produced by Sony, visitors can

actually see, touch and enjoy the principles and laws of science

in action, and the progress and fascination of digital technology.

http://www.sonyexplorascience.com

The Museum and Sony Eco Plaza (Tokyo)
At The Museum, Sony products are displayed chronologically

from the founding of the company to the present day. Sony

Eco Plaza is a showroom introducing Sony’s environmental

activities.

http://www.sony.net/csr

Sony Wonder Technology Lab (New York)
In this interactive museum, education, entertainment and

technology are merged in exhibits featuring music, movies,

video games and digital technology.

http://www.sonywondertechlab.com

[For environmental consideration]






